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Abstract

Codes Related to and Derived from Hamming Graphs

T.R Muthivhi

M.Sc thesis, Department of Mathematics, University of Western Cape

For integers n, k 2:: 1, and k ~ n, the graph r~has vertices the 2n vectors
of lF2 and adjacency defined by two vectors being adjacent if they differ in k
coordinate positions. In particular, r~is the classical n-cube, usually denoted
by Hl (n, 2). This study examines the codes (both binary and p-ary for p an odd
prime) of the row span of adjacency and incidence matrices of these graphs.

We first examine codes of the adjacency matrices of the n-cube. These have
been considered in [14]. We then consider codes generated by both incidence
and adjacency matrices of the Hamming graphs Hl(n,3) [12]. We will also
consider codes of the line graphs of the n-cube as in [13].

Further, the automorphism groups of the codes, designs and graphs will be
examined, highlighting where there is an interplay. Where possible, suitable
permutation decoding sets will be given.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction and historical background

Claude Shannon's 1948 paper "A Mathematical Theory of Communication"
gave birth to the twin disciplines of information theory and coding theory.
The basic goal of coding theory is efficient and reliable communication in an
unstable environment. To be efficient, the transfer of information must not
require a prohibitive amount of time and effort. To be reliable, the received
data stream must resemble the transmitted stream to within narrow tolerances.

Coding theory is the branch of mathematics which studies methods of trans-
mitting data as efficiently and accurately as possible across noisy channels. It
solves the problem of how to make transmitted messages easy to decipher.
This subject is totally different from cryptography, which is the branch of
mathematics which makes messages hard to decipher.

Coding theory attempts to lessen these constraints by models which are
constructed through mainly algebraic means. Shannon was primarily inter-
ested in an information theory. Shannon's colleague, Richard Hamming, had
been labouring on error-correction for early computers even before Shannon's
1948 paper, and he made some of the first breakthroughs in coding theory. In
the late 1940s, Claude Shannon was developing information theory and cod-
ing as a mathematical model for communication. At the same time, Richard
Hamming found the need for error correction in his work on computers. Par-
ity checking was already being used to detect errors in the calculations of the
relay-based computers of the day, and Hamming realized that a more sophis-
ticated pattern of parity checking allowed the correction of single errors along

1
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with the detection of double errors. The codes that Hamming devised, the
single-error-correcting binary Hamming codes and their single-error-correcting,
double-error-detecting extended versions, marked the beginning of coding the-
ory. These codes remain important to this day, for both theoretical and prac-
tical, as well as historical reasons.

Codes generated by incidence matrices of combinatorial designs have been
studied rather extensively [1]; codes generated by the adjacency matrices of
graphs have had less attention. In particular, for strongly regular graphs there
is a strong relation with designs and therefore similar results may be expected.
In this thesis we study binary codes from adjacency and incidence matrices
of some classes of graphs, and apply the method of permutation decoding to
these codes.

Permutation decoding was first developed by MacWilliams [24] and in-
volves finding a set of automorphisms of a code called a PD-set. The method
is described fully in MacWilliams and Sloane [25], Chapter 16, p.513 and Huff-
man [17], Section 8. It is most useful when the code has a fairly large group
of automorphisms. Codes from strongly regular graphs (including triangular
graphs), lattice graphs and graphs from triples, were shown to be good in [21],
[22], [23].

Designs have their origin in statistics. They have been used to address
the problem of designing certain types of experiments. There is an interesting
chapter on designs and error-correcting codes in [2]. Designs have also been
discussed in detail in [1] and [14]. The idea of a design can be illustrated in
the following example which we have obtained from [14]. Suppose we wish to
compare the effect of v varieties of fertilisers on different crops. We can do this
by testing each crop with each variety of fertiliser applied to blocks of land
(one for each crop) with each block having size v. This is not economical. We
can use a design where each crop is tested with only k of the varieties so that
each block now has k elements and any two varieties are used together on the
same crop a constant number >.. of times.

One of the first results in graph theory appeared in Leonhard Euler's paper
on Seven Bridges, published in 1736. It is also regarded as one of the first topo-
logical results in geometry, that is, it does not depend on any measurements.
In 1845 Gustav Kirchhoff published his circuit laws for calculating the voltage
and current in electric circuits. In 1852 Francis Guthrie posed the four color
problem which requires one to determine if it is possible to colour, using only
four colours, any map of countries in such a way as to prevent two border-
ing countries from having the same colour. This problem was only solved a

2
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century later in 1976 by Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken. While trying
to solve it, mathematicians invented many fundamental graph-theoretic terms
and concepts. Graphs now have applications in various disciplines including
computer science, engineering and the social sciences. In this thesis, we com-
bine the theory from graphs and that from designs to generate codes which we
examine extensively.

1.2 Overview of the thesis

In this section, we present an overall perspective of the thesis. We present the
main contributions of each chapter of the thesis. In Chapter 2, we introduce
preliminaries relating to codes, designs and graphs, necessary for the presen-
tation of what follows in the latter chapters of the thesis. Chapter 3 describes
the generalised cube Hk(n,2) and codes from the n-cube. We describe the
iterative construction of the Hk(n, 2) graph and we give H1(4, 2) as an exam-
ple of such a graph. In Section 3.1 we describe the properties of Hk(n, 2) and
show that its automorphism group is given by S2 l Sn. We also consider the
distance transitivity of H1(n, 2). We also show that Hk(n, 2) is isomorphic to
Cay(lF~,Bk), the Cayley graph defined on lF~. Further, we discuss incidence
and adjacency matrices of H1(n, 2) and the dimension and the minimum words
of the codes generated by these matrices.

Chapter 4 describes the graph H1(n, 3) and designs V(n,3) and V*(n, 3).
In this chapter we look at six issues; namely, the 2-rank of an adjacency matrix
and the binary codes of V(n, 3) and V*(n, 3), automorphism groups of V(n, 3)
and V*(n,3), incidence matrices of H1(n,3), and codes from an incidence
matrix of H1(n, 3). Finally, we discuss permutation decoding for these codes.

Chapter 5 describes the binary codes from the line graph L(H1(n, 2)) of the
n-cube. We discuss the binary codes in Section 5.2. In Section 5.4, we describe
codes from an incidence matrix of L(H1(n, 2)). We describe the automorphism
groups of L(H1(n, 2)) and the hulls in Sections 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. Finally,
we focus on permutation decoding for the codes.

3
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries relating to codes,
designs and graphs

In this chapter, we deal with introductory definitions and results relating to
codes, designs and graphs which will be required in subsequent chapters. In
addition, we introduce some general classical fundamental results that are
useful for our discussion. As far as possible, we adhere to the commonly used
notation and terminology. Most of the details can be found in [1]. General
notation for graph theory is standard and can be found in [33].

2.1 Graphs

In this section we define graphs. For our purposes, the definition of a graph is
made to reflect the pertinent characterisation of our discussion.

Definition 2.1.1. A graph r = (V, E) consists of a vertex-set Vand an
edge-set E, where the edge, denoted by [u, v], is an association of the vertices
u, v EV. If [u, v] E E, then u and vare said to be adjacent, and are called
the endpoints of [u, v]. The edge [u, v] is said to be incident with u and v.
A graph r = (V, E) is simple if [x, x] ~ E and E is a set. We adopt the usual
notation V(r) for the set of vertices of rand E(r) for the set of edges.

A path between u and v is a sequence of distinct vertices UOUI ... Un where
Uo = u, Un = vand [Ui, Ui+l] is an edge. The length of the path UOUI ... Un is
n. A graph is connected if and only if any two vertices u, v E Vare vertices
of a path in r. Otherwise, r is disconnected. The distance between u and

4
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v, denoted by d( u, v), is the minimum length of all paths between u and v, if
such paths exist. Otherwise, d( u, v) = 00. The diameter of a graph is the
maximum distance between any two vertices. Furthermore, the degree or the
valency of a vertex v of f is the number of edges with which v is incident. If
all the vertices of I' are incident with the same number of edges, then I' is said
to be regular, and the common valency is the valency of the graph. We define
the ith neighbourhood of vasthe set of all vertices that lie at a distance i
from v.

The following proposition will be useful when determining the length of the
code generated by incidence matrices.

Proposition 2.1.2. [32, Proposition 2.3.8. ] The sum of the degrees of all
the vertices of a graph is equal to twice the number of edges of the graph.

From the above proposition we deduce the following:

Corollary 2.1.3. [32, Corollary 2.3.10.] A graph having n vertices and
valency k has n2k edges.

It is clear that the maximum valency that any graph having n vertices can
have is n - 1, when every vertex is adjacent to every other vertex. Hence the
maximum number of edges that such a graph can have is (;). Such a graph is
called a complete graph, and is denoted by Kn.

Definition 2.1.4. A graph I' is bipartite if there are subsets A and B of the
vertex set V such that

1. An B = 0;

2. AUB=V;

3. A 1= 0 and B 1= 0;

4. Every edge in I' is incident with one vertex in A and one vertex in B.

A line graph of a graph I' = (V, E) is the graph L(f) with vertex set E
where e, e' E E are adjacent in L(f) if and only if there exists v E V such that
e and e' are commonly incident with v.

Let I' and I" be two graphs. A map f : V (f) --+ V (I"] is a homomor-
phism from f to I" if it preserves edges, that is, if e = [x, yl E E(f), then
[f(x), f(y)] E E(f').

5
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If a homomorphism is one to one, onto and its inverse preserves edges, it
is called an isomorphism. Equivalently, we have the following.

Definition 2.1.5. Let rand r' be two graphs and consider a map f :
V (I') ---t V (r'). We say that f is an isomorphism if the following con-
ditions are satisfied:
(i) f is a bijection;
(ii) f preserves edges, that is, if [x, y] E E(r), then [f(x), f(y)] E E(r');
(iii) f-l is a homomorphism.

If there is an isomorphism f from a graph r to another graph r', then r
and r' are said to be isomorphic and we write r ~ r'. The concept of an
automorphism has been used extensively to distinguish and explore degrees of
symmetry in graphs and is a key element in defining vertex-transitive graphs.
An automorphism is an isomorphism from a graph r to itself. The set
of automorphisms of r forms a group under composition, and is denoted by
Aut(r).

The important concept of vertex-transitivity is defined in terms of the
automorphisms of a graph.

Definition 2.1.6. A graph r is said to be vertex-transitive if given any
vertices u and v, there exists an automorphism a: E Aut(r) such that a:(u) = v.

A refinement of the concept of vertex-transitivity is that of distance-transitivity.

Definition 2.1. 7. A graph r = (V, E) is distance-transitive if, for ver-
tices u, v, W, x E V(r) with d(u, v) = d(w, x), there exists some a: E Autff')
satisfying a:(u) = wand a:(v) = x.

Let r be a graph and G a subgroup of Auttl"). The stabiliser of a fixed
vertex v in G is defined by StabG(v) = {a: EG: o (») = v}.

Proposition 2.1.8. [3, Lemma 2.2.4 1 Suppose r is connected and has
diamff") = d and automorphism group A ut(r) = G. Then r is distance-
transitive if and only if it is vertex-transitive and StabG( v) is transitive on
ri(V) for i = 1,··· ,d and for all v E V'(I") where C(v) is the subgraph of r
with vertex-set V(ri(v)) = {u E V(r): d(u,v) = i}.

Proof. Suppose that r is distance-transitive. Then r is also vertex-transitive.
Consider u, u' E ri(v), i.e. d(u, v) = d(u', v) = i. Since r is distance-transitive,

6
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there exists an automorphism a E G such that a(v) = vand a(u) = u'. Thus
a E Stabe(v), and Stabe(v) is transitive on ri(v).

Conversely, suppose r is vertex-transitive and that Stabe( v) is transitive
on ri(V) for all V E V(r). Consider u, w, u', w' E V'(I"), such that d(u, w) =
d(u', w') = i. Let a E G be such that a( w) = w' and choose (J E Stabr, (w')
so that (J(a(u)) = u'. Then for the composition (Joa, we get ((Ja)(u) = u' and
((Ja)(w) = (J(w') = w'. So (Ja is an automorphism of r mapping u, w to u', w'.
Hence r is distance-transitive. 0

A crucial and extensively studied class of vertex-transitive graphs are the
so-called Cayley graphs. We now give the definition of a Cayley set, which
intrinsically defines a Cayley graph.

Definition 2.1.9. Let G be a group. A subset B of G is a Cayley set if it
satisfies the followingconditions:
(i) the identity element Ie is not in B,
(ii) if 8 EBthen so is 8-1.

Cayley graphs are a prototype of vertex-transitive graphs.

Definition 2.1.10. Let G be a group and B a Cayley set of G. The Cayley
graph Cay(G, B) has the elements of G as vertices and [x, y] is an edge, if
there is 8 E B such that y = X(8), for x, y E G.

Throughout the thesis, we use graphs to generate codes. This is done
through adjacency and incidence matrices which we now define.

Definition 2.1.11. An adjacency matrix A = [aij] of r having vertex-set
V(r) = {VI,'" ,Vn}, is an n x n matrix with aij = 1 if [Vi,Vj] E E(r), and
aij = 0 otherwise.

Definition 2.1.12. An incidence matrix of r is an n x lEI matrix B with
bij = 1 if Vi is incident on ej, and bij = 0 otherwise.

An adjacency matrix is determined by a vertex ordering. Every adjacency
matrix is symmetric (aij = aji for all i, j). An adjacency matrix of a simple
graph r has entries 0 or 1, with 0'8 on the diagonal. The degree of V is the
sum of the entries in the row for v.

7
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2.2 Designs

In this section, we summarize some of the basic concepts from the theory of
designs. We first define a i - (v, k, >') design for some non-negative integers t;
v, k and x.

Definition 2.2.1. An incidence structure with point set P and block set B,
then V = (P, B,I) is called a
t - (v, k, A) design for some non-negative integers t, v, k, and A, if

1. I'PI = v

2. every block B is incident with exactly k points; and

3. every t distinct points are together incident with exactly A blocks.

If IBI = IPI then the design V is said to be symmetric.

From a graph r we obtain an incidence design neighbourhood, if the
adjacency matrix of r is interpreted as the incidence matrix of a design.

Definition 2.2.2. An automorphism of a design V = (P,B,I) is a per-
mutation Cj of the points P which preserves the blocks B.

The automorphisms of V = (P,B,I) form a group under group composi-
tion, and induce a permutation on the block set B. Linear codes will be con-
structed from the incidence matrices of the design, and their automorphism
groups will be determined.

Lemma 2.2.3. [31, Lemma 2.1] Let r = (V, E) be a connected graph with
incidence matrix B. Then

1. rank2(B) = IVI - 1,

2. if r is non-bipartite and p is any odd prime, then rankp(B) = IVI.

Proof. 1. Let r < IVI. The sum of any r rows must contain at least one-
zero entry, since otherwise there would be no edge connecting any of these r
vertices, which would contradict the connectedness of r. Hence no r rows are
linearly dependent if r < IVI. The sum of the IVI rows is 0, so the rank is
IVI - 1.

8
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Conversely if rank2(B) = IVI - 1, there are no r < IVI rows which add up
to the all-zero vector. So there are no r vertices which are not connected to
the other IVI - r vertices. Hence r is connected.

2. for p odd, let w = 'Eairi = 0 be a sum of multiples of the rows r, of r,
where ri corresponds to the vertex i. Taking a closed path (il, i2,' .. ,in) of
odd length, aio = -ail = ... = ain = -aio and thus aio = O.
Since the graph is connected, we get ai = 0 for all i. 0

2.3 Codes

In this thesis we will be examining codes generated by the incidence and ad-
jacency matrices of graphs.

Definition 2.3.1. Let F be a finite set, termed an alphabet, of q elements. A
q-ary code C is a set of finite sequences of elements of F, called codewords.
If all the sequences in C have the same length n, then C is called a block
code of length n.

Let C be a q-ary code, and c and c' codewords in C. The Hamming
distance between c and c, denoted by d(c, c'), is the number of coordinate
positions in which they differ. The Hamming distance is usually referred to
as the distance between two codewords. It defines a metric on the set of all
sequences of length n over the alphabet F.

The minimum distance d of a code C is the minimum of the distance
between any two distinct codewords in C, i.e.,

{

II ,}d(c) = min d(c,c): c,c E G,c =1= c .

Only linear codes will be considered in this thesis.

Definition 2.3.2. A linear code of length n over the field lFq is a subspace of
lF~. If dim(C) = k, and d(c) = d then C is written [n, k, d]q, or simply [n, k, d]
if q = 2. The information rate is ~, and the redundancy is n - k.

Let C be an [n, k, d]q code. The dual code of C, denoted by Cl-, is given
by

Cl- = {v E lF~: (v,c) = O,for all c E C},

9
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where (, ) denotes the standard inner product on lF~. Furthermore, if C <;;: Cl-,
then C is said to be self-orthogonal, and if C = Cl-, then C is said to be
self-dual.

Definition 2.3.3. Let C be an [n, k, d]q code. A generator matrix 9 for C
is a k x n matrix obtained from any set of k linearly independent vectors in C.

Since the dual code Cl- is the null space of g, the following result is deduced:

Proposition 2.3.4. [32, Proposition 2.1.13.] Let C be an [n, k, d]q code.
Then

dim( C) + dim(Cl-) = n.

Now if 9 is a generator matrix for C, then a generator matrix 1-l for Cl- is
an (n - k) x n matrix that satisfies g1-lT = o. The generator matrix for Cl-
thus provides a mechanism of checking whether or not a codeword is in C.

Any generator matrix 1-l for Cl- is called a parity-check matrix or simply
a check matrix for C.

Throughout the thesis, we consider codes generated by adjacency and in-
cidence matrices of various classes of Hamming graphs. As mentioned in the
introduction, codes constructed from designs have enriched the theory of de-
signs in that new designs have been constructed, existing designs have been
extended, and certain designs have been shown not to exist. Knowledge about
the design from which a code was constructed could facilitate efficient en-
coding and decoding. On the other hand, not all codes yield designs, and the
Asemus-Mattson Theorem (see [1],Theorem 2.11.2) gives criteria for determin-
ing whether the supports of the vectors of a certain weight yield at-design.
The step from a design to a code can be taken via the incidence matrix of the
design.

Definition 2.3.5. Let T = (P, B, I) be an incidence structure, F any field,
and FP the vector space of functions from P to F. For any X <;;: P, let
VX denote the characteristic function on X i.e. vX (p) = 1 if p E X, and
vX (p) = 0 if p ~ X. The standard basis for FP is {vP : pEP} . If no confusion
arises, the accurate use of notation may be sacrificed for the sake of readability
- the braces around the point p may be dropped as will be the case in this thesis,
where the points are either k-subsets or m-tuples.

Definition 2.3.6. Let T = (P, B,I) be an incidence structure, F any field,
and FP the vector space of functions from P to F. For a block B EB,

10
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where B ~ P, the incidence vector VB is the vector associated with the
characteristic function on B and will be written

VB = L v:
p:(p,B)EI

Note that if the block B is not a subset of P, then in order to define vB, B
first has to be identified with the set of points which are incident with it.

Definition 2.3.7. Let T = (P, B, I) be an incidence structure. The code
of T over a field F is the subspace of FP generated by the incidence vectors
associated with the blocks of T, i.e.,

CF(T) = span {vB : B E B}.

The above definition is not dependent on an ordering of the incidence vec-
tors, since any ordering of the incidence vectors will generate codes that are
isomorphic. If p is any prime and F is the field lFp, then CF(T) can be written
Cp(T).

Definition 2.3.8. Let T = (P, B,I) be an incidence structure, and Cp(T)
the code of Tover lFp. Then the p-rank of T is the dimension of Cp(T) and
is written

rankp(T) = dim(Cp(T)).

With regard to automorphism groups, the automorphism group of an in-
cidence structure will be contained in the automorphism group of the code
generated by the incidence structure. Clearly, if the code generated is the full
vector space or the dual of the code generated by the all-one vector J, then the
automorphism group of the code is the full symmetric group on the points P.
The converse is also true (see [20], Lemma 4).

As for codes generated by incidence matrices of connected graphs, we have
the following result.

Lemma 2.3.9. [13, Lemma 7.] Let r be a graph, C an incidence matrix for
r, and (P, Q, R, S) a 4-cycle in r. For any prime p, if C is the code generated
by C, then

u = v[?,Q) + V[R,S) - v[?,Sj - v[Q,S) E Cl.. (2.1)
In particular, for p any prime, m ~ 2, then for n ~ 2, Cp(Cn(m)l.), the code
of the incidence matrix of the Hamming graph H(n, m), contains the weight-4
word

11
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u(x, x + e, x + J) = v[x,x+el - v[x,x+fl - v[x+e+f,x+el + v[x+e+f,x+f1, (2.2)

where x E Vn, wt(e) = wt(f) = 1, e =1= f. Further, Cp(Gn(m)).l has minimum
weight-4 for p odd, any m, and for p = 2 = m, C2(Gn(m)_l) has minimum
weight-3 for m ~ 3.

We now give a formal definition of an automorphism and the automorphism
group of a code mentioned previously.

Definition 2.3.10. Let C be an [n, k, d]q code. Then any isomorphism of C
onto itself is called an automorphism of C. The set of all automorphisms of
C form a group under composition, the automorphism group of C, denoted by
Aut(C).

An automorphism of C is thus a permutation on the coordinate positions
which maps codewords to codewords. Hence any automorphism of C preserves
its weight classes, and this idea is useful in determining Aut( C) in the first
place. With specific reference to the codes generated by an adjacency matrix
of graphs as is the case in this thesis, the automorphism group of the graph is
contained in the automorphism group of the code.

Even if the full automorphism group of the code has not been determined
but the automorphism group of the graph is known, then permutations which
map errors occurring at the information positions into the check positions may
still be identified. The full automorphism group of the graph may not even
need to be known. All that may be required are sets of automorphisms of the
graph.

The concept of a permutation decoding set is defined next.

Definition 2.3.11. If C is a t-error-correcting code with information set I
and check set C, then a PD-set for C is a set S of automorphisms of C which
is such that every t-set of coordinate positions is moved by at least one member
of S into the check positions C.

For s ::; t an s-PD-set is a set S of automorphisms of C which is such
that every s-set of coordinate positions is moved by at least one member of
S into C. Specifically, if I = {1,··· ,k} are the information positions and
C = {k + 1, ... ,n} the check positions, then every s-tuple from {1,··· ,n}
can be moved by some element of S from I into C.

12
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The algorithm for permutation decoding is as follows: Suppose S is a PD-
set for C, x is sent and y is received and at most t errors occur:

1. for i = 1,'" ,m, compute <7i(Y), where a, E S, and the syndrome Si =
H(<7i(y))T until an i is found such that the weight of Si is t or less;

2. if u = UIU2'" Uk are the information symbols of <7i(Y), compute the
codeword c = uG;

3. decode Y as <7i1(c).

In the next chapter, we will discuss the generalised cubes Hk(n,2) and
codes from H1(n, 2).

13
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Chapter 3

The generalised cubes Hk(n,2)
and codes from H1(n, 2)

In this chapter we consider the generalised cubes Hk(n, 2) and codes from the
row span of adjacency and incidence matrices of the n-cube Hl(n, 2). Some
properties of the graphs including their automorphism group are presented in
Section 3.1. We also show that the n-cube is distance-transitive and that it
is a Cayley graph. In Section 3.2, we describe binary codes obtained from
the row span of adjacency matrices of Hl(n, 2), giving their dimension and
minimum words. We also describe codes of the row span of incidence matrices
of Hl(n, 2). Finally, we discuss 3-PD-sets for these codes.

3.1 The generalised cubes Hk(n,2)

The n-cubes are a well-known and frequently studied class of graphs. They
are in fact the Hamming graphs Hl(n, 2). Their vertices can be regarded as
binary n-tuples, adjacent if their Hamming distance is 1. The more common
alternative construction for Hl (n,2) is given recursively as follows: starting
with Hl(l, 2) ~ K2, take two copies of Hl(n-l, 2) which we will label n-i«:
1,2) and Hl(n-l, 2)'. Then for each vertex vE V(Hl(n-l, 2)), join it to the
corresponding vertex v' E V(Hl(n - 1,2)'). Thus Hl(2, 2) is just the square,
Hl(3,2) is what would normally be referred to as the cube, and Hl(4, 2).

One easily sees that cubes can be extended in quite a natural way on the
same set of vertices if one takes full advantage of the Hamming distance. The
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generalised cubes Hk(n, 2) are defined as follows.

Definition 3.1.1. The generalised cubes Hk(n, 2) are graphs with vertex-set
the set of all n-tuples over F2, and two n-tuples u and vare adjacent if and
only if they differ in exactly k coordinate positions.

Let v E V(Hk(n,2)). It is clear that deg(v) = (~). By Corollary 2.1.3,
Hk(n,2) has 2n-1 (~) edges.

For example, HI (4,2) has 16 vertices. These are 0000, 1000, 0100, 1100,
0010, 1010, 0110, 1110, 0001, 1001, 0101, 1101, 0011, 1011, 0111, and 1111. It
also has 32 edges.

We now consider the automorphism group of Hk(n, 2). The lemma below
was first presented in [3].

Lemma 3.1.2. [3, Lemma 5.2.1.] 521 s; ::;Aut(Hk(n, 2)).

Proof. Let 0' E 52' Then 0' = (O'l, 0'2, ... ,O'n) where a, E 52. For X =
(Xl, X2,' .. , xn) and Y = (Yl, Y2,' .. , Yn) such that [x, y] E E(Hk(n, 2)), O'[x, y] =
[O'(x),O'(Y)] E E(Hk(n, 2)) since if Xi =1= Yi then O'i(Xi) =1= O'i(Yi); the same holds
for Xi = Yi'

Now, consider p a permutation on n symbols, permuting the n coordinates.
So we have that Xp(i) =1= Yp(i) whenever Xi =1= Yi' Similarly, it holds for Xi = Yi,
so that p preserves adj acency. 0

5215n is in fact equal to Aut(Hk(n, 2)). However, the permutation decoding
which is discussed in Section 3 does not employ the entire group.

Proposition 3.1.3. [6] The automorphism group of the Hamming graph Hk(n, 2)
is given by (52 x 52 X 52 X ... x 52) >4 5n.

As for Hk(n,2) being Cayley, we have the following. Let Bk, k ~ 1,
denote the set of vertices of Hk(n,2) of weight k. Since for each X E F2',
X + X = 0, it is clear that Bk is a Cayley set of the group F2'. We show that
Hk(n, 2) ~ Cay(F2', Bk)'

Proposition 3.1.4. [6] Hk(n, 2) ~ Cay(F2', Bk)'

Proof. Define a map f : V(Hk(n,2)) -----+ F2' by f(u) = (UI,U2,'" ,un).
Clearly, f is a bijection. Let [x, y] E E(Hk(n,2)), so that f(x) - f(y) has
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weight k. Therefore we have that b = f(x) - f(y) E Bk. [f(x), f(y)] is
an edge since f(x) = f(y) + b. Hence f is an isomorphism of graphs, and
Hk(n, 2) ~ Cay(1F2\ Bk)' 0

Next, we consider the distance-transitivity of Hk(n, 2).

Theorem 3.1.5. [3, Theorem 5.2.2.] The generalised cubes Hk(n,2) are
distance transitive.

Proof. The symmetric group Sn, a subgroup of Aut(Hk(n, 2)) fixes0= 0000 ... 0,
and acts transitively on Ni(O), the ith neighbourhood of O.

Also, since Hk (n, 2) is Cayley, the set of left translations acts regularly on
the vertices. Therefore Hk(n, 2) is distance-transitive.

o

3.2 Adjacency matrices and codes of H1(n, 2)

In this section we describe the form of the adjacency matrices of H1(n, 2) and
their codes. We present the parameters of the codes.

3.2.1 The form of adjacency matrices of H1(n,2) and
their rank

Let Vn denote the neighbourhood design for H1(n,2). Note that Vn is a 1-
design with point set Vn = V (Hl (n, 2)). It is a symmetric 1 - (2n, n, n) design
unless n = 2k, in which case there are repeated blocks. We will denote the
block of the design Vn defined by a vertex Xn E Vn by xn. That is,

Xn = {yly E Vn,wt(x+y) = 1}.

The adjacency matrix for H1(n, 2) is an incidence matrix of Vn (including
repeated blocks in the n = 2k case).

We will use the following notation: for r E Zand 0 :::::;r :::::;2n - 1, if
r = 2:7=1 ri2i-1 is the binary representation of r , then r = (rl,'" ,rn) is
the corresponding vector in 1F2'.We will also use eb e2, ... ,en to denote the
standard basis for Vn, so that ei = 2i-1, for 1 :::::;i :::::;n. The complement of
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v E Vn will be denoted by vc. Thus vc(i) = 1+ v(i) for 1 ~ i ~ n, where
v(i) denotes the ith coordinate entry of v. Similarly, for a E lF2, ac = a + 1.
Clearly, Vc = v + 2n - 1, i.e., Vc = v + i-, where i« is the all-one vector of Vn·
Note that

(xc) = {yly E Vn,wt(x + Y + jn) = I} = {yly E Vn,wt(x + y) = n - I} = Xn-l,

the block of x E Vn which has supports consisting of those points which differ
with it in n - 1 coordinate positions. Hence for the design V~ formed as such,
we have Vn = V~-l.

For example, V! consists of the following blocks. These blocks are equal
to the blocks of V~.

0000 = {1000,0100,0010,0001},1000 = {1100,1010,1001,0000},
0100 = {1100,0110,0101,0000},1100= {1110,1101,1000,0100},
0010 = {1010,0110,0011,0000},1010 = {1110,1011,0010,1000},
0110 = {1110,0111,0100,0010},1110 = {1111,0110,1010,1100},
0001 = {1001,0101,0011,0000},1001 = {1101,1011,0001,1000},
0101 = {1101,0111,0001,0100},1101 = {1111,0101,1001,1100},
0011 = {1011,0111,0001,0010},1011 = {1111,0011,1001,1010},
0111 = {1111,0011,0101,0110},1111 = {0111,1011,1101,1110}.

For the adjacency matrices of the graphs, we will order the vertices, according
to the ordering of the numbers from 0 to 2n - 1, in increasing order. With
this ordering we denote the adjacency matrix of H1(n, 2) by An. Using block
matrices, we have

An = ( An-l I ),
I An-l

(3.1)

where I is the identity matrix of order n - 1 in Equation (3.1). This is
consistent with the recursive definition of H1(n, 2) discussed at the beginning
of Section 3.1.

Lemma 3.2.1. [10, Lemma 2] (1) A~ = nl for n 2:: 2. (2) An is invertible if
n 2:: 3 is odd.
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Proof. We provetheabovelemmabyinductiononn. Now A2 = (~ H~).
o 1 1 0

ThereforeA~ = (n ~:)2 (H n) = 2 (~ ~ H) =
0110 0002 0001

2J.

ForA3, we haveA3 =

o 1 010 1 0 0
1 0 1 000 1 0
o 1 0 1 000 1
1 0 1 0 1 000
000 1 0 1 0 1
1 000 1 0 1 0
o 1 000 1 0 1
o 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o 3 000 0 0 0
o 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 3 0o 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

.ThereforeA~ =

o 1 0 1 0 100
1 0 1 000 1 0
o 1 0 1 000 1
1 0 1 0 1 000
000 1 0 1 0 1
1 000 1 0 1 0
o 1 000 1 0 1
o 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

01010 100
1 0 1 000 1 0
010 1 000 1
1 0 1 0 1 000
0001010 1
1 000 1 0 1 0
o 1 000 101
o 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 1 000 0 0

=3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 1 000o 0 0 0 0 100
o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
o 0 000 001

Hencetheinductionhypothesisistrueforn = 2,3.

18

=

3 0 2 2 2 0 2 0
o 3 0 2 0 2 0 2
2 0 3 0 2 0 2 0
o 2 0 3 0 2 0 2
2 0 2 0 3 0 2 0o 2 0 2 030 2
2 0 2 0 2 0 3 0
o 2 0 2 0 2 0 3

= 3J = J.
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Suppose the hypothesis holds for k < n.

( An-' I I
o )An = ( All A~_,) = ~

An-2 0 I
0 An-2 I .
I I An-2

( ~-, I I ~)cr I I ljSo, A;. = ~ An-2 0 An-2 0
0 An-2 0 An-2
I I An-2 0 I I

(

(n - 2)1 + I + I
A+A

= A+A
1+1

A+A
(n - 2)1 + I + I

1+1
A+A

A+A
1+1

(n - 2)1 + I + I
A+A

1+1 )A+A
A+A

(n - 2)1 + I + I

~ ) = nl.

nl

Note that if n is odd, then A; = I.

Lemma 3.2.2. [10, Proposition 2] For n 2: 2,

o

(1) rank2(An) = 2n-l for n == 0 (mod 2),

(2) rank2(An) = 2n for n == 1 (mod 2).

Proof R£call that for n = 2, we have A, = (I ~~I)·
Now rl = r4, r2 = r3, where rl,· .. , r4 are the rows of A2 above, and we

can easily see that rl and r2 are linearly independent. Therefore the rank of
A2 is 2, and the induction hypothesis is true for n = 2.

Suppose the hypothesis holds for k < n. Consider An = (AnI-l I )An-l .

Case 1. n == 0 (mod 2).
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By the induction hypothesis An-l has full rank. Hence An = ( AAn-1
n-l

(AO-I ~). Therefore the rank of An is 2n-l.

Case 2. n == 1 (mod 2). Since An is invertible when n is odd, the result
follows by Lemma 3.2.1. 0

~) =

3.2.2 Minimum words of the code

We now describe the code G2(Dn).

Proposition 3.2.3. For n 2': 2 even, let Dn be the 1- (2n, n, n) neighbourhood
design of the Hamming graph HI(n,2). Then G2(Dn) is a [2n,2n-l,n]2 self-
dual code. For n 2': 6, the minimum words are incidence vectors of the blocks
of the design.

Proof. Write G = G2(D2). Let An be an adjacency matrix for HI(n,2). By
Lemma 3.2.1, we have that if n is even, then A~ = nI2n = 0, and hence the
code G is self orthogonal.

To prove that the minimum weight is n and that the minimum words are
the incidence vectors of the blocks, we use induction on n, observing that the
hypothesis is true for n = 6, as was confirmed by Magma computations done
in [11,12]. Suppose that it is true for k 2': 6 and k :::;n - 2, (6 :::;k :::;n - 2)

with k even. Then ( An-2 I I 0)
A rv (An-l I) rv I An-2 0 I = M
n 00 0000 .

o 0 0 0

A word in G consists of the concatenation of four words Wi, 1 :::;i :::;4, from
each of the four column blocks Gi, 1 :::;i :::;4. Let Rl and R2 denote the first two
row blocks ofM. We will consider ei, the ith row of the 2n-2 x 2n-2 submatrix I,
and bi, the ith row of the submatrix An-2 = A. Each bi has weight n - 2 by the
induction hypothesis. A word W in G from the sum of r 2': 1 rows from the first
set Rl of 2n-2 rows will have WI = 2:.::iEK bi where IKI = r, W2 = W3 = 2:.::iEK ei
and W4 = o. So if we take WI i= 0 then the weight wt(w) 2': (n - 2) + 2r 2': n,
by the induction hypothesis, with equality only if r = 1. If WI = 0 then
2:.::iEK bi = 0 and it follows that 2:.::iEK ei E G(A).l = G(A), the binary code
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from the matrix A. By the induction hypothesis we have that r ~ n - 2, and
so wt(w) = 2r ~ 2n - 4 > n for n > 4. Similarly for the second set R2 of 2n-2
rows.

Suppose that we have a word that is the sum of r rows from the first set, and
t rows from the second, where both r, t ~ 1. Then Wl = LjEJ ej + LiEK bi,
W2 = LiEK ei + LjEJ bj, W3 = LiEK ei, W4 = LjEJ ej, where IKI= r, Ijl = t.
Then wt(w) = r + t + wt(Wl) + wt(W2) > n if r + t > n. Now suppose that
r + t ~ n, and both r, t ~ n - 1. Without loss of generality, suppose that
r ~ n/2. Then r < n - 2, so that wt(LiEK bi) ~ n - 2 with equality only if
r = 1. Thus we obtain that wt(Wl) ~ n - 2 - t if t ~ ti - 2, and wt(wl) ~ 1 if
t = ti - 1. Now if t = n - 1, r = 1, then wt (w) ~ 1+wt (W2)+ 1+ n - 1 > n. If
t ~ n-2, then wt(w) ~ n-2-t+wt(w2)+r+t = n-2+r+wt(w2)' Ifr ~ 2
then wt(W2) > n - 2 - t and so wt(w) > ti. Thus pick r = 1, t ~ n - 2, and so
wt(w) ~ n-1+wt(w2)' Then to, = ek+LJEJbj, sowt(W2) = 1 if LjEJbj = 0
and wt(W2) ~ n- 3. So wt(w) ~ (n -1) + ~n - 3) > n for n > 4. Now suppose
that LjEJ bj = 0, from which it follows that t ~ n - 2 by using the induction
hypothesis, and hence t = ti - 2. Then wt(w) = wt(Wl) + 1 + 1 + n - 2 > ti

unless Wl = O. Suppose we pick the first row of Rl corresponding to the
block O. Then, since Wl = 0, the n - 2 rows of R2 that we have consid-
ered are those indexed by {ei + en-lil ~ i ~n - 2}. Therefore Supp( W4) =
{ei + en-l + enl1 ~ i ~ti - 2} and Supp(w) = {ei + en-l + enl1 ~ i ~n} =
en-l + en. Thus for n ~ 6 we have our result, noting that the minimum weight
is indeed 4 = n, but there are more weight-4 vectors besides those from the
blocks. 0

Proposition 3.2.4. For n ~ 6, neven, Aut(C2(Vn)) = Aut(Vn).

Proof. An automorphism of the code C preserves the words of weight ti. Hence
the blocks of the design are preserved. 0

Proposition 3.2.5. For ti even, any x E Vn = IF!2', L~=l vx+ei = 0, and no
sum of fewer than n of these words is zero.

Proof. We have to show that

nLvx+ei = O.
i=l

(3.2)

Since
n

vx+ei =L vx+ei+ej,

j=l
(3.3)
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substituting Equation (3.3) into Equation (3.2) we get that

n n nL VX+ei = LL vx+ei+ej = nu" + 2L vei+ej = O.
i=l i=l j=l it.j

Moreover, we have that no sum of fewer than n incidence vectors of blocks is
zero since C is a binary code obtained from the row span of an adjacency matrix
for Hl(n, 2) over lF2 and is also self-orthogonal. Hence C = C2(Hl(n, 2)) = Cl-
is even. 0

3.3 Incidence matrices for Hk(n,2)

In this section we describe the incidence matrix for Hk(n,2) and give an ex-
ample of such a matrix.

Let Gn(2) denote an incidence matrix for Hk(n, 2). The 2n x 2n-ln incidence
matrix Gn(2) can be written in the following way: take the natural ordering
of the rows corresponding to the binary representation of the natural numbers
from 0 to 2n - 1, and divide the rows into two row blocks ~, i = 0,1, where
the rows of R; are labelled by the vectors X = (Xl, ... , xn). The columns are
ordered so that we first take all the edges between vertices in the rows of Ro,
then those between the vertices in the rows of Rl, and finally, those between
vertices in Ra and Rl. Thus Gn(2) will have the following form:

Gn(2) = ( Gn-l(2) 0 I )o Gn-l(2) I '

were I = 12n-l in Gn(2).

Proposition 3.3.1. [15]Let C; be a 2n x 2n-ln incidence matrix for Hl(n, 2).
Then the rank of Gn is 2n - 1.

Proof. Applying Lemma 2.2.3 to the graph Hl(n, 2), we obtain the result. 0

The proof of the following lemma is based on these facts:

1. In Hl(3, 2) we have six 4-cycles; namely (110,111,011,010); (110,010,000,100);
(110,111,101,100);(000,001,101,100);(001,101,111,011);(000,001,011,010).
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2. For any block ii; (VX, vx,x+e + vx,x+f + vx+f,x+f+e + vx+e,x+e+f) = 2 == °
(mod 2). Therefore the blocks containing the edges of a 4-cycle are inc-,

3. Each edge of Hl(3, 2) is in exactly two 4-cycles.

Let Bn be the block-set of an incidence design of Hl(n, 2) .

Lemma 3.3.2. [15] Let Gn be an incidence matrix of Hl(n, 2). Then the
minimum words of the code are the scalar multiples of the rows in Gn·

Proof. Let w E C and Supp(w) = S, where lSI = s. Let P = [0,el] E S.
Suppose that in S there are k points of the type that are on a block with P,
and 1 that are not. Then s = k + 1+ 1. Counting blocks of Bn through the point
P, suppose that there are z; that meet S in i points. Then Zo = Zl = Zi = °
for i ~5, since w cannot meet a block of Bn only once, nor can it meet it more
than four times. Thus n - 1 = Z2 + Z3 + Z4 and Z2 + 2Z3 + 3z4 = k = s - 1-l.
Thus n - 1 :::;s - 1, and therefore s ~ n. Since there are vectors of weight
n, this is the minimum weight. Suppose s = n. Thus the inequalities above
are equalities and so Z3 = Z4 = 0, and 1 = 0. Thus S consists of [0,el] and
points of the form [0,ej], [el, el + ej], [ej, el + ej], and each block of Bn meets
S exactly twice, since this argument applies to any point of S. Furthermore,
since 1= ° for each point of S, any two points of S are on a block. 0

Proposition 3.3.3. [15] For n ~ 3, Aut(Cp(Gn(2))) = S2 ZSn = t; I>< Sn,
where T'; is the translation group on lF2.

Proof. For n ~ 3 the words of weight n are the scalar multiples of the rows
of Gn, i.e., of the incidence vectors of the blocks of Vn, and since any auto-
morphism of the code must preserve weight classes, we see that the blocks
of the design are preserved, and therefore we have an automorphism of the
design. 0

3.3.1 Permutation decoding of codes from H1(n, 2)

In this subsection we will discuss permutation decoding. Permutation decod-
ing can be used when a code has a sufficiently large automorphism group to
ensure the existence of a set of automorphisms that satisfies certain condi-
tions. Below we exhibit a 3-PD set for the code from an adjacency matrix for
Hl(n,2) for neven, n ~ 8.
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Proposition 3.3.4. [20, Proposition 3] For neven, ti ;:::4, the code C«
from an adjacency matrix of HI (n, 2) is a [2n, 2n-l, nh self-dual code with
I = {O,1,'" ,2n-1 - 3, 2n - 2, 2n - 1} as an information set.

If I is as in the above proposition, the corresponding check set is C. We
will write
Il = {O, 1, ... ,2n-1 - 3}
Cl = {2n-l, 2n-1 + 1, . . . ,2n - 3}
I2 = {2n - 2, 2n - 1}
C2 = {2n-1 - 2, 2n-1 - 1}

and a = 2n - 2 = (0,1,'" ,1,1), b = 2n - 1 = (1,1,'" ,1,1),
A = 2n-1 - 2 = (0,1,' .. ,1,0), B = 2n-1 - 1 = (1,1, ... ,1,0).

Notice that the points a and b are placed in I in order to have points and
their complements in I.

Theorem 3.3.5. [20, Theorem 4] Forn even, n;::: 8, let Tn = {T(W)tilw E lFï, 1::; i ::;n},
where T (w) is the translation by w E lFï, ti = (i, n) for i < n is a transposition
in the symmetric group Sn, and tn is the identity map. Then Tn is a 3-PD-set
of size n2n for the self-dual [2n,2n-l, nh code Cn from an adjacency matrix for
the n-cube HI(n, 2), with information set I = {O, 1,'" ,2n-I_3, 2n-2, 2n-1}.

Proof. Let T = {a, b, c} be a set of three points in P. We have to show that
that there is an element in Tn that maps T into the check set C. We consider
the several possibilities for the points in T
If T ~ C, then identity map i« suffices. Now suppose at least one of the points
is in I and, by using a translation, we suppose that one of the points, say c,
is 0. If T ~ I, then T(2n-l) will work. Now we consider the other cases.

1. a E Il, b E Cl' Then there are ia, ib such that 2 ::; ia, ib ::; n - 1 such that
a(ia) = b(ib) = 0. If i; = ib = i, then Tt; ~ I, unless bt; E {X, Yl, so
tiT(2n-l) will work unless bt, E {X, Y}. If bt, = X, then b(l) = b(i) = 0,
b(j) = 1 otherwise. If a(l) = 0, then t1T(2n-l) will work. If a(l) = 1,
then take any j =1= 1, i, n, and use T(2j-1 )tiT(2n-1). If bt; = Y, then
b(i) = ° and b(j) = 1 otherwise. Here we can take any j =1= 1, i, n, and
use T(2j-1 )tiT(2n-I). If a and b have no common zero, then if b = Xc,

so that a + b = y, we can use T(a)T(2n-l). If a(i) = b(i) = 1, where
1 ::; i ::;n - 1, then tiT(2n-1 - 1) can be used.
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2. a E II, bE C2. Since a EII, a(i) = ° for some i such that 2 ~ i ~n-1.
If there is a j such that j =1= i and 2 ~ j ~ n - 1 with a(j) = 0,
then T(2i-1 + 2n-l) can be used. If there is no such i. then either
a(l) = a(i) = a(n) = ° and a(j) = 1 for j ti. {l,i,n}, or a(i) = a(n) = °
and a(j) = 1 for j ti. {i, n}. In either case, take j =1= i, 2 ~ j ~ ti - 1.
Then the map T(2j-1 + 2n-l) can be used.

3. a E I2, i « Cl.
Let us consider when a = x : since b E Cl, there is a j such that 2 ~ j ~
n - 1 with b(j) = 0. If b(i) = 1 for i =1= j and 1 ~ i ~n, or if b(l) = °
and b(i) = 1 for i =1= j and 2 ~ i ~n, then T(X) will work. If there is an
i =1= j such that b(i) = b(j) = ° where 2 ~ i, j ~ ti - 1, then tjT(2n-l)
can be used.
If a = y : this follows exactly as in the a = x case except that in the first
two cases for b use T(Y) instead of T(X).

4. a E I2, b E C2

(a): a = x, b = X : use T(X)t2T(2n-I).
(b): a = x, b = Y : use tn-IT(Y).
(c): a = y, b = X : use tn-IT(Y).
(d): a = y, b = Y : use tlT(l + 2n-I).

5. a, s « C a, b E Cl: if a+b = Y then T(Y) will work. Otherwise a(i) = b(i)
for some i such that 1 ~ i ~n - 1. Again T(Y) will work unless a or
bare (0,··· ,0,1) or (1,0,··· ,0,1). If a = (0,··· ,0,1) then b(i) = °
for some i such that 2 ~ i ~n - 1. Then tiT(2n-l) can be used unless
b(j) = 1 for all j =1= i, or b(l) = b(i) = ° and b(j) = 1 for j =1= 1, i; in
these cases tiT(2i-1 + 2n-l) can be used. The same arguments hold if
a= (1,0,··· ,0,1).
a E Cl, b E C2: since a E Cl, there is a j such that 2 ~ j ~ n - 1 with
a(j) = 0. Then tj T(2j-1 + 2n-l) can be used.
a, bE C2: T(2n-2 + 2n-l) will work.

This completes all the cases and proves the theorem. D

Note that this result also shows that the set 'I'; is a 2-PD-set for en for
n = 6. However, this set Tn with this information set I will not give a 4-PD-set.
In the next chapter we consider the Hamming graphs HI(n, 3)
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Chapter 4

The Hamming graphs H1(n,3)
and their reflexive counterparts

In this chapter we describe the binary codes from the row span of adjacency
and incidence matrices for the graphs HI(n, 3) and the associated neighbour-
hood designs. We also consider the graph H*(n, 3), the reflexive hypercube of
HI(n,3) and its corresponding codes.

Recall the definition of HI (n, 2) in Section 3.1. It is easy to see that
the graph can be generalised to HI(n, m) by V(HI(n, m)) = IF~; [x, yl E
E( HI (n, m)) if and only if wt( x - y) = 1. In particular, and we consider the
graph HI(n, 3) defined by V(HI(n, 3)) = IF; and E(HI(n, 3)) = {[x, yl : x, y E
V(HI(n, 3)), wt(x - y) = 1}. Its reflexive counterpart H*(n, 3) has the same
vertices and edges as HI(n, 3) together with additional edges of the form [x, xl
for all x E V(HI(n,3)), i.e.

V(H*(n, 3)) = V(HI(n, 3)); E(H*(n, 3)) = E(HI(n, 3))U{[x, xlix E V(HI(n, 3))}.

The following three properties of the Hamming graphs HI(n, 3) are imme-
diately apparent: The number of vertices is 3n, the valency of HI (n, 3) is 2n
and the number of edges is 3nn. So for HI(2, 3) below, the valency is 2(2) = 4.
The graph has 9 vertices. These are (0; 0), (0; 1), (0; 2), (1; 0), (1; 1), (1; 2),
(2; 0), (2; 1), (2,2). It has 18 edges.
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4.1 The graphs H1(n, 3) and designs V(n, 3) and
V*(n,3)

Let D(n,3) denote the neighbourhood design of the graph Hl(n,3). It is a
symmetric 1 - (3n, 2n, 2n) design with incidence matrix and adjacency matrix
for Hl(n, 3). If xE lF3'and we label the block it is defined by ii; where

x = {yly E lF3,wt(x - y) = I}. (4.1)

Now let D*(n,3) denote the 1 - (3n,2n + 1,2n + 1) design defined by
adjoining x to X, for each x E lF3',we label the block defined by x E lF3'by X,
where

x = {yly E lF3,wt(x - y) :::;I}. (4.2)

D*(n,3) is the neighbourhood design of H*(n, 3). Then we order the n-
tuples according to the ordering in lF3, by the rule that x < y if the rightmost
non-zero element of x is less than that of y.

Let An denote the adjacency matrix of Hl(n, 3), using this ordering of the
vertices, where n 2:: 1. Specifically, for r E .Il. and 0 :::;r :::;3n - 1, if r =
~i=lri3i-1, 0 :::;ri :::;2, is the ternary representation of r, let r = (rl,' .. ,rn)
be the corresponding vector in lF3'.We will also use eb e2, ... ,en to denote the
standard basis for lF3'.Then, for n 2:: 2, over lF3, writing A = An-l' we have

(
AI I)

An= I A I ,
I I A

(4.3)

where I is the 3n-l x 3n-l identity matrix. We write A~ = An + I3n. As
mentioned previously, it is an incidence matrix for D*(n, 3), and an adjacency
matrix for the graph from Hl(n, 3) that includes every loops.

4.2 The 2-rankof the adjacency matrix of HI (n, 3)

We now discuss the 2-rank of an adjacency matrix An of Hl(n, 3). The rank
is intimately linked to the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.2.1. [12,Lemma 1] OverlF2, [or ti ~ 1,A~ = An and (An+1)2 =
An+I.:~o~cr r[r lemma by induction. Note that

Therefore

1 1) 2o 1
1 0

We also have A,+l ~ (: : :). (A,+l)' ~ AI+l follows immediately.

Suppose the hypothesis holds for k < n.

(
All) (AIAn = I A I . So A~ = I A
I I A I I

Therefore A~ = An and (An + 1)2 = An + I.

o
Proposition 4.2.2. [12, Proposition 1] Let An be adjacency matrix of
H1(n,3). If an = dim(C2(An)) = rank2(An), then for n ~ 1, an = ~(3n -
(-1)n).

Proof. From Lemma 4.2.1, A~ = An and hence C2(An).l = C2(An + 1). Since
A+A+I = I, we have C2(An)+C2(An+1) = lFr. Hence C2(An)nC2(An+I) =
{O}. Further, rank2(A1) = 2.
Thus, over lF2, writing A = An-b

(4.4)
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From this we have

3n-1 + (3n-1 )an = - an-I'

By the induction hypothesis

So we obtain

o
Corollary 4.2.3. Let An be an adjacency matrix of HI(n, 2) and An + 1
an adjacency matrix of H* (n, 2). Denote the code generated by rows of An'
An + 1 by C = C2(An) and C* = C2(An + 1) respectively. Then C* = Cl- and
CnCl- = {O}.

4.3 The binary codes of TJ(n, 3) and TJ*(n, 3)

In this section we discuss the binary codes of V(n, 3) and V*(n, 3) are sym-
metries 1 - (3n, 2n, 2n) design and 1 - (3n, 2n + 1, 2n + 1) design respectively
as described in Section 4.1.

Lemma 4.3.1. [12, Proposition 2] Let An be an adjacency matrix of HI(n, 3)
and An + 1 an adjacency matrix of H*(n, 3). Denote the code generated by the
rows of An, An +1 by C = C2(An) and C* = C2(An +1) respectively. Then the
minimum words are the incidence vectors ofV(n, 3) and V*(n, 3) respectively.

Proof. We p(r~veby tductionAn~~ting)that the base case is obvious.

that An ,....., 0 An-I + 1 An-I + 1 .
o 0 0

Recall

From the matrix An above, a word w E C or C* will be the concatenation
of three components of length 3n-1 which we will write as WI, W2, W3.
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We first consider a word win C which is a sum of r of the first block of 3n-1

rows will have WI= LiEH ei, W2 = LiEH ei, W3 = LiEH bi, where IHI= r ~ 1,
and hence the word has weight at least 2r + 2(n - 1) ~ 2n unless W3 = 0. If
wt(w) = 2r + 2(n - 1) = 2n, then r = 1 and W is the incidence vector of a
block. If W3 = LiEH bi = 0, then LiEH bi = LiEH ei I- 0. By induction this
has weight at least 2n -1 so wt(w) ~ 2(2n - 1)= 4n - 2> 2n for n > 1. For
the second block of 3n-1 rows, if a sum of rows is not zero, then it will have
weight at least 2(2n - 1) = 4n - 2 > 2n.

By placing r rows from the first set and s from the second, and assuming
that the sum is zero, we obtain that WI = LiEH ei, W2 = LiEH ei + LjEJ bj,
W3 = LiEH bi + LjEJ bj, where Ijl = s ~ 1, and wt(w) ~ r + (2n - 1 -
r) + t, where wt(W3) = t. If t = 0, then LiEH bi = LjEJ bj = 0, since
C2(A) n C2(A + 1) = {O} , which contradicts the assumption that the sum
of the rows is not zero. So t ~ 1 and wt(w) ~ 2n - 1 + t ~ 2n. Further,
wt(w) > 2n unless t = 1. If t = 1, then W3 = ek = LiEHbi + LjEJbj, so
W2 = LiEH bi + ei: If LiEH bi = 0, then LiEH bi = LiEH ei I- 0, and hence of
weight r ~ 2(n-1) by the induction hypothesis, so wt(w) ~ 2(n-1) +2 = 2n.
If wt(w) = 2n then r = 2(n - 1) and by induction LiEHbi = LiEHei = bm.
Then W3 = ek = bm + LjEJ bj, and b:n+ LjEJ bj = ek + em has weight 2 or
0. Therefore it must be 0, so k = m. By the ordering of the vectors, we have
w the incidence vector of the block from the mth row. If LiEH bi I- 0, then
wt(w) ~ r + 2n - 2 + 1 > 2n unless r = 1. If r = 1 then WI= ei, W2 = bi + ek
and W3 = ei, Since W3 = bi + LjEJ bj = ek, we get i = k and hence w is the
incidence vector of the ith block.

Now let us consider C*. Placing r rows from the first 3n-1 X 3n-1 submatrix
of A~, we have wt(w) ~ 2r+2n-1 ~ 2n+1 for r ~ 1, unless W3 = LiEH bi = 0,
in which case LiEH ei = LiEH bi I- ° and hence wt(LiEH ei) = r ~ 2(n - 1).
Then wt(w) = 2r ~ 4(n - 1) ~ 2n + 1 for n ~ 3, for a non-zero sum of
rows from the second set we get weight at least 4(n - 1) ~ 2n + 1 for n ~ 3.
Now, take r ~ 1 rows from the first set and s ~ 1 from the second, and
assume that the sum is zero. Then WI = LiEH ei, W2 = LiEH ei + LjEJ bj,
W3 = LiEH bi + LjEJ bj, where IHI = r ~ 1 and Ijl = s ~ 1. We have
wt(w) = wt(wI) + wt(W2)+ wt(W3) ~ r + 2(n - 1) - ï: + t, where wt(W3) = t,
since LjEJ bj I- ° by assumption. Therefore wt(w) ~ 2n + 1 if t ~ 3.

o

The following theorem summarises the properties of the above codes.
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Theorem 4.3.2. [12, Proposition 2] Jf n ~ 4, then C = C2(V(n,3)) is
[3n, ~(3n- (-l)n), 2nh and C* = C_l = C2(V(n, 3)*) is [3n, H3n+( -l)n), 2n+
1]2. Further C n c- = {O} and the minimum weight words of C and C* are
the incidence vectors of the blocks of V( n, 3) and V* (n, 3) respectively.

Proof. By Proposition 4.2.2 we have the dimension of C and C*. We have the
minimum words by Lemma 4.3.1. That C n C* = {O} follows from Corollary
4.2.3. []

4.4 The automorphism groups of V(n,3) and
V*(n,3)

We now discuss the automorphism groups of V(n, 3) and V*(n, 3) respectively.

Lemma 4.4.1. [12, Lemma 2] Let x, y be two distinct points of lFR· Jf x,
yare on a blocks of V(n, 3) and V*(n, 3) respectively then d(x, y) = 1,2. Jf
d( x, y) = 1 then they are together on either 1 block or 3 blocks.

Proof. Consider when x, y is on a block ofV(n, 3) and x, y E z. Then d(x, z) =
d(y, z) = 1. From the above argument we have that d(x, y) ::;d(x, z)+d(z, y) ::;
2. If d(x, y) = 1, and they differ at the 1 coordinate. Then they are together
on one block z for z = (Xl), Zl E F3 \ {Xl, Yl} .

Now consider when x, y is on a block of V*(n, 3). Suppose x, y E z. Then
d(x, y) ::;2 as has been discussed in the above argument when x, y is on a block
of V(n, 3). If d(x, y) = 1 then we get one block as in the previous discusion,
but also the blocks x and y. Therefore they are together on three blocks.

D

Proposition 4.4.2. [12, Proposition 3] For ti =1= 2, Aut(V(n, 3)) =Aut(V*(n, 3)) =
Aut(Hl(n,3)).

Proof. First we show that Aut(V(n,3)) =Aut(V*(n,3)). Write T = V(n,3)
and T* = V*(n, 3). We show by using the results from Lemma 4.4.1.

(i) In order to show that o E Aut(V*(n, 3)), we suppose a E Aut(V(n, 3)).
If x, Y E z then d(x, y) = 1,2. If d(x, y) = 1 then x, yare together on one
block of T and so (j( x), (j(Y) are on one block of T and hence of T*. Therefore
o E Aut(V*(n, 3)).
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(ii) Now suppose (J E Aut(V*(n,3)). If x, Y E z then d(x, y) = 1,2. If
d(x, y) = 1 then x, yare together on 3 blocks of T*, and so (J(x), (J(Y) are on
3 blocks of T*. Since (J(x), (J(Y) are in Hl(n, 3), d((J(x), (J(Y)) = 1 and (J(x),
(J(Y) are on one block of T

From (i) and (ii) it is clearly to see that Aut(V(n,3)) = Aut(V*(n,3)).
Therefore Aut(H1(n, 3)) ~ Aut(V(n, 3)) = Aut(V*(n, 3)). Suppose (7 E Aut(V*(n, 3)),
and suppose [x, y] E E(H1(n,3)). Then d(x, y) = 1 and so x, yare together
on 3 blocks of T*. Thus (J(x), dy) are together on 3 blocks of T*. Hence we
have d((J(x), (J(Y)) = 1, and [(J(x), (J(Y)] E E(H1(n, 3)). 0

Corollary 4.4.3. [12, Corollary 2] For n ~ 1, Aut(C2(V(n, 3))) ~ S31 Sn.

Proof. Recall Proposition 4.3.2, it reads as follows, the minimum words are the
incidence vectors of the design, when n ~ 4. Then any automorphism of the
code preserve the blocks of the design, and the result follows from Proposition
4.4.2. 0

In the next chapter, we will discuss the binary codes from the line graph
of Hl(n, 2).
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Chapter 5

Binary codes from the line
graph of H1(n, 2)

In this chapter, we consider binary codes from the line graph of the H1(n, 2). In
Section 5.2 we describe the binary codes from line graph of H1(n, 2). Further,
in Section 5.3 we consider codes from adjacency matrices of these line graphs,
and in Section 5.4 we focus on automorphism groups of L(H1(n, 2)) as well as
the hulls.

5.1 The graph L(H1(n, 2))

Let L(H1(n, 2)) denote the line graph of the n-cube H1(n, 2). Then in L(H1(n, 2)),
two distinct vertices [x, yl and [u, wl are adjacent if I {x, y} n {u, w} I = 1.
The neighborhood design Vn of L(H1(n,2)) has for points the vertices of
L(H1(n,2)), i.e, the set P« of edges of H1(n, 2). For each point [x, yl we
defined the block

[x, yl = {[x, ullwt(x + u) = 1,u of y} U {ly, wllwt(y + w) = 1,w of x}. (5.1)

Hence Vn has a block set {[x, yll [x, yl E Pn}. Let c; denote the 2n x n2n-1

vertex by edge incidence matrix of the graph H1(n, 2) with the vertices (rows)
ordered in the usual standard way by the binary representation of the numbers
o to 2n - 1, writing
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where a; E lF2 for 0 ::; i ::;ti - 1.

The columns of Gn, representing the edges of HI(n, 2), are ordered in the
following manner. Take GI = ru . Suppose Gn-l has been defined. For Gn we
order the rows in the standard way as described. For the columns, the first
2n-2(n-l) columns will represent the edges between the first 2n-1 vertices, the
next 2n-1 columns will represent the edges [x, x+en] between the first 2n-1 and
the second 2n-1 vertices, starting with the edges [0,en], [el, el +en], [e2, e2+en],
and so on, i.e. ordered according to the vertices in the first set of 2n-l. The
fina12n-2(n-l) columns will represent the edges between vertices in the second
set of vertices, i.e. those with nth coordinate 1. For n = 3, the ordering of rows
is 0, el, e2, el +e2, e3, el +e3, e2+e3, el +e2 +e3, and the ordering of the edges is
[0, el], [0, e2], [el, el +e2], [e2, el +e2], [0, e3], [el, el +e3], [e2, e2+e3], [el + e2, el +
e2 + e3], [e3, el + e3], [e3, e2 + e3], [el + e3, el + e2 + e3], [e2 + e3, el + e2 + e3].

Now let us consider the case for n = 4.

Example 5.1.1. For n = 4, the ordering of the rows is

0, el, e2, el + e2, e3, el + e3, e2 + e3, el + e2 + e3, e4, el + e4, e2 + e4,
el + e2 + e4, e3+ e4, el + e3 + e4, e2 + e3 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e4,

and the ordering of the edges is

[0, el], [0, e2], [el, el + e2], [e2, el + e2], [0, e3], [el, el + e3], [e2, e2+ e3], [el +
e2, el +e2+e3], [e3, el +e3], [e3, e2+e3], [el +e3, el +e2+e3], [e2+e3, el +es +ea].
[0, e4], [el, el + e4], [e2, e2 + e4], [e3, e3+ e4], [el + e2, el + e2 + e4], h, e3 + e4],
[el + e3, el + e3 + e4], [e2 + e3, e2 + e3 + e4], [el + e2 + e3, el + e2 + e3 + e4],
[e4, el + e4], [e4, e2+e4], [el + e4, el +e2+ e4], [e2+ e4, el +e2+e4], [e4, e3+ e4],
[el + e4, el + e3 + e4], [e2 + e4, e2 + e3 + e4], [el + e2 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e4],
[e3 + e4, el + e3 + e4], [e3 + e4, e2 + e3 + e4], [el + e3 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e4],
[e2 + e3 + e4, el + e2+ e3 + e4].
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110010000000 10000000 000000000000
101001000000 01000000 000000000000
010100100000 00100000 000000000000
001100010000 00010000 000000000000
000010001100 00001000 000000000000
000001001010 00000100 000000000000
000000100101 00000010 000000000000

Thus, G4 = 000000010011 00000001 000000000000
000000000000 10000000 110010000000
000000000000 01000000 101001000000
000000000000 00100000 010100100000
000000000000 00010000 001100010000
000000000000 00001000 000010001100
000000000000 00000100 000001001010
000000000000 00000010 000000100101
000000000000 00000001 000000010011

With this ordering described, we see that

(5.2)

Let An be the adjacency matrix of L(H1(n, 2)) with this ordering of the
edges. Writing I = hn-1n,

where
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Let gn be the 1 - (2n-ln, n, 2) design with incidence matrix Gn. Then the
point set of gn is that of Vn, i.e Pn, and the block defined by x E Vn is given
by

(5.5)

5.2 Binary codes

In this section we consider the graphs and designs as has been described in
Section 5.1. Note that Equation (5.3) implies that An = eie; Let C2(Vn)
be the binary code from Vn and C2(An) the binary code from An·

Also, we have C2(L(H1(n, 2))) = C2(Vn) = C2(An) and C2(Gn) = C2(Qn).
For any x E Vn, 1 ~ i ~ti,

(5.6)

since

[x, x + ei] = (x U x + ei)",(x n x + ei).

Lemma 5.2.1. [13, Lemma 3.] For n ~ 1 and n > 2, let (Gn) be the
incident matrix of the graph L(H1(n, 2)). Then

(1) rank2(Gn) = 2n - 1, n ~ 1

(2) rank2(An) = 2n - 2, n ~ 2

Proof. We employ inductions. (1) For n = 1, we have G1 = [U. Now rl = r2,
where rl and r2 are the rows of G1 is 1 and induction hypothesis is true for
n = 1. Suppose the hypothesis holds for k ~ n. Consider

By the induction hypothesis Gn-1 has full rank. Hence

Therefore the rank of Gn is 2n - 1.
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(2) Let Y = C2(G;;). We define the map 7' : Gn --+ C2(An) by 7'(v) = vGn
for vE Y. Since Equation (5.3) have rank2(An) ::; 2n-1 and C2(An) ~ C2(Gn),
then it is easly to see that the sum of the middle block of rows of G; is the
vectors J2n. Therefore J2n E Y and J2n E ker (7'). Hence dim (C2 (An)) = 2n - 2.

o
Corollary 5.2.2. [13, Corollary 4.]

For n ~ 4, as described from the column of matrix Gn, and Tn =
U~:2l {2i-2(i + 2) + tJ1 ::; t ::;2i-2(i - 2)}, the columns in the set of positions
Tn. Then Tn are placed at the end of the matrix Gn and the first 2n -1 column
will be an information set for C2(Gn).

Proof. We consider the matrix C; from Equation (5.2). It is easily seen C2(Gn)
by using the inductive step. The same argument holds for C2(An), so that the
first 2n-l_1 position will be obtanained from the results for C2(Gn). Next we
consider the matrix ci.; Since G;_l has rank 2n-l -1and 2n-l -1columns,
then it is easy to see that 2n-l - 1 has been taken from G:f:-l' 0

Proposition 5.2.3. For n ~ 2, C2(An) is a [2n-ln,2n - 2, 2(n - 1)]2 code.
For n 2:: 4 the minimum words of C2(An) are the rows of An.

Proof. (By Induction). By Equation (5.3), when n = 4, we have

from this matrix we have that An have weight 2(n - 1). Suppose it is true
for n - 1. We have

(

An-l ct., 0 )
An-l = Gn-l 0 Gn-l .

o G;_l An-l

This matrix will be concatenation of the vectors, Wl, W2 and W3 correspond-
ing to the block matrices. Label the row blocks ~, i = 1,2,3.

(i) From matrix An-l we take k ~ 1 rows from Rl, then Wl = ~iElai,

where ai is the ith row of An-l and JIJ = k. Then if gi is the ith row of
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G~_l' W2 = 'EiEI9i and a; = 9iGn-l. Also W3 = o. So Wl = W2Gn-l· SO
W2 =I- 0 and hence has weight at least 2, since C2(G~_l) is an even weight
code. If Wl =I- 0 then wt(wl) 2: 2(n - 2) by the induction hypothesis, and so
wt(w) 2: 2(n - 2) + 2 = 2(n -1). If wt(w) = 2(n - 1) then wt(wl) = 2(n - 1),
so that Wl = am = 'EiEIai, by the induction hypothesis, and wt( W2) = 2. So
am = 9mGn-l = W2Gn-1, and thus 9m + W2 = )2n-1 or O. Both 9m and W2
have weight 2, so we must have 9m = W2, which means that w is a row of An·

If Wl = 0 then W2Gn-l = 0 so W2 = )2n-1, and wt(w) = 2n-l > 2(n - 1) for
n 2: 4.

(ii) If we take k 2: 1 rows from R2, then Wl = W3 = 'EiEISi =I- 0, where Si is
the ith row of Gn-l, i.e. Si = 9[. So wt(w) 2: 2(n - 1), with equality only if
Wl = W3 = Sm, i.e. a row of An.

(iii) When k 2: 1 rows from R3, we apply the same argument in (i).

(iv) Now take k 2: 1 rows from ti, and j 2: 1 rows from R2. Here Wl
'EiEI9iGn-l + 'EjEJSj = U + v, W2 = 'EiEI9i, W3 = 'EjEJSj = v =I- 0, if W2 = 0
then u = O. So wt (W2) 2: 2. If Wl 2: 0 then wt (w) 2: n - 1+ 2+ ti - 1 2: 2(n - 1)
(since u E C2(An-l) C C2(Gn-l)). Here if wt(w) = 2(n - 1) then wt(Wl) =
wt( W3) = n - 1, and v = u + v = Sm for same m. Thus u = 'EiEI9iGn-l = 0
so that W2Gn-l = 0, which implies that W2 = )2n-1 or 0, which gives a con-
tradiction in each case. If Wl = 0 then u = v E C2(An-l)· Thus u =I- 0 and
wt(w) 2: 2+2(n- 2) = 2(n-1). If wt(w) = 2(n-1) then u = v = Sm, for same
m, by induction, so W2 = 9mGn-l and W is a row of An. Next, take k 2: 1 rows
from R, and j 2: 1rows from R3· Here Wl = 'EiEI9iGn-l, W2 = 'EiEI9i+'EjEJ9j,

W3 = 'EjEJ9jGn-l. If Wl, W3 =I- 0 then wt(w) 2: 2(n - 2) + 2(n - 2) > 2(n - 1)
for n 2: 4. If Wl = 0 then 'EiEI9i = )2n-1. If W2 = 0 then 'EjEJ9j = )2n-1
and hence W3 = O. Thus W2 =I- O. Since W3 =I- 0 (otherwise W = 0), we have
wt(w) 2: 2+ 2(n - 2) = 2(n -1), with equality if and only if W3 = am for some
m, by induction. Then, as before, 'EjEJ9j + 9m = )2n-1 or o. If the former then
W2 = 9m, and we get a row of An' if 0 then we get wt(W2) > 2. Similarly if
W3 = o.

(v) Take k 2: 1 rows from Rl, j 2: 1 rows from R2, l 2: 1. Then Wl =
'EiEI9iGn-l + 'EjEJSj = U + v, W2 = 'EiEI9i + 'EtEK9t, where IKI = l, and
W3 = 'EtEK9tGn-l + 'EjEJSj = y + v. If Wl,W3 =I- 0 then wt(w) 2: 2(n - 1)
with equality only if Wl = Sm, W3 = ST) W2 = 0, for some m, r. Since W2 =
o we have 'EiEI9i = 'EtEK9t, and so 'EiEI9iGn-l = 'EtEK9tGn-l, i.e. u = y
and so Sm = Sr and we have a row of An. If Wl = 0 then u = v, so W3 =
'EtEK9tGn-l + 'EiEI9iGn-l = W2Gn-l. If W3 = 0, then W2 = 0 or )2n-1, so
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for w =1= 0, wt(w) = 2n-1 > 2(n - 1) for n ~ 4. If W3 =1= 0 then W2 =1= 0,
so wt(w) ~ 2 + 2(n - 2), with equality if W3 = am, for some m, and so
W3 = am = gmGn-1 = W2Gn-l, so that W2 + gm = J2n-l, O. Since wt(W2) = 2,
we must have W2 = gm, and again we have a row of An·

(vi) When k ~ 1 rows from Rb j ~ 1 rows from R3, l ~ 1, then we apply
the same argument in (v). D

Lemma 5.2.4. [13, Lemma 7.] If C = C2(Vn) or C2(Qn), then for n ~ 2,
Cl. contains the weight-4 codeword

u(X, y, z) = v[x,y] + v[x,z] + v[x+y+z,y] + v[x+y+z,z], (5.7)

where x E Vn, Y = X + ei, Z = X + ej , 1~ i, j ~ n, i =1= j. Further, Cl. has
minimum weight-4 .

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2.3.9,

Lemma 5.2.5. Blocks of the design Vn meet in 0, 1, 2, or n - 2 points.

D

Proof. Consider the block [0,e2].
(i) Take the edges[O,ei] and [0,ej], where 2, i, j are distinct. Then these edges
(n - 2) blocks [0,ek] for k =1= i, j.
Similarly, [e2, e2 + ei] and [e2, e2 + ej], where 2, i, j are distinct, are on the
(n - 2) blocks [e2, e2 + ek] for k =1= i, j, there are (n -l)(n - 2) pairs of points.

(ii) The edges [0,ei] and [e2, e2+ ei], i =1= 2, are on the two blocks [0,e2] and
[ei, e2 + e.], There are n - 1 pairs of such points.

(iii) Now, we place the pair of ordering of edges [0,ei] and [e2, e2+ej], where
2, i, j are distinct. Then there are together on the one block [0,e2]. There are
(n - l)(n - 2) such pairs of points.

Now we consider the number of blocks that meet [0,e2] :

(iv) The blocks [ei, ei + ej] and [ei + e2, ei + e2 + ej] for 2, i, j all distinct,
meets in exactly one point. There are 2(n - l)(n - 2) of these.

(v) The block [ei, ei + e2] meets in two points, there are n - 1 of these.

(vi) Finally the blocks [0,ei] and [el, ei + el], for i =1= 1, meets in n - 2
points. We have 2(n - 1) of these. Therefore it does not intersect 2n-In -1-
(2n2 - n - 2n + 1) = 2n-In - 1- (2n2 - 3n + 1) = 2n-In - 1- (n -1)(2n - 1)
blocks.

D
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5.3 Codes from adjacency matrices of line graphs

In this section we look at the codes Cp(An), where An is an adjacency matrix
of L(H1(n, 2)), the line graph of the n-cube.

Gn = Gn(2) will be a 2n x ~2nn incidence matrix of H1(n, 2), and G~Gn =
An + 2h2nn. Recall that

2

and

An = G~Gn - 21

(

G~_lGn-1
= Gn-1

o
0) ( An-1Gn-1 - 21 = Gn-1

G~_lGn-1 0

where

(
ct: 0 )

G; = 12n-l 12n-l .

o G~_l

Proposition 5.3.1. [15] Let G; be an incidence matrix for Hl(n, 2), and An
adjacency matrix for the line graph L( HI (n, 2)).
(1) C2(An) is the subcode ofC2(Gn) spanned by the difference of the rows ofGn.
(2) Cp(An) has minimum weight at most 4, and for n ~ 3 Cp(An) ;2 Cp( Gn)l_ .jor
p an odd prime.

Proof. (1) Recall C2(Gn) has dimension 2n -l. We have G~Gn = An. There-
fore C2(An) s;:; C2(Gn), For )2n, the all-one vector of length 2n, we have
)2nG = O.

(2) Let G be the row span of G~ over lF2. Define a map 'T : G -+ C by
'T : g = (gl,'" ,g2n) H (g1,'" ,g2n)Gn, so that 'T(G) = C and dim(C)+
dim(ker( 'T)) = dim( G) = 2n - l.
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Note that dim(G) = 2n - 1. The map T : G -+ C is defined by a vector
9 is in the kernel if and only if 9 E G and gGn = O. Since J2nGn = O. We
need to determine when J2n E G. If n is odd, then J2n is the sum of all the
rows of G~. Otherwise J2n is the sum of all the rows besides those containing
12n-1. So dim( C) = 2n - 2. Since this is the dimension of the code spanned by
the difference of the rows of Gn, it follows that C is precisely this subcode of
C2(Gn) since C ~ C2(Gn). For p odd, since Cp(A) contains all the weight-4
vectors of the form described in Equation (2.1), it follows by Proposition 3.2.4
that Cp(An) ;2 Cp(Gn))J.. D

5.4 Codes from incidence matrices of L(H1(n, 2))

In this section, we briefly discuss the codes from an incidence matrix of L(H1(n, 2)).
We also consider the row span over lFp, for any prime p, of Ln(2) the incidence
matrix, for the line graph of H1(n, 2) for n 2: 1.

Consider a 2n-1n x 2n-1n(n-1) incidence matrix Ln(2) of L(H1(n, 2)) with
a particular ordering on the rows and columns. Each row of Ln(2) has 2(n -1)
entries equal to 1, including the case n = 1. In this which case the line graph
has no edges.
Let Gn = Gn(2) be an incidence matrix of H1(n, 2). Now for the rows of Ln(2)
we use the same ordering we had for the columns of Gn(2). Call these sets Rl,
R2' R3' For the columns, we assume we have an ordering for Ln-1(2), and for
the first set of columns for Ln (2) insert Ln-1 (2) in the rows Rl. For the next
set of columns, insert Ln-1 (2) in R2 to show the edges between [x + en, y + en],
and [x + en, Z + en], where [x, y], [x, z] are on an edge in L(H1(n, 2)). For the
next columns take all edges between those points in Rl and R3, followed by
those in R2 and R3' We need to start with L2(2), and from our ordering for
G2(2) we can order the columns so that L2(2) is as follows:

o 1
o 0
1 1
1 0

1 0
o 1
o 1
1 0

(5.8)

Therefore,
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1100 0000 11000000 00000000
0011 0000 00110000 00000000
1010 0000 00001100 00000000
0101 0000 00000011 00000000
0000 1100 00000000 11000000
0000 0011 00000000 00110000
0000 1010 00000000 00001100
0000 0101 00000000 00000011
0000 0000 10001000 10001000
0000 0000 01000010 01000010
0000 0000 00100100 00100100
0000 0000 00010001 00010001

(5.9)

For n = 4, L4(2) have 16 entries and 23.4 x 234(3) = 8.3 x 8(12) = 32 x 96,
meaning that L4(2) have 32 columns and 96 rows.

In general, for n 2: 2, recalling that for n = 2 the matrix Ln-l (2) has no
columns,

(

Ln-l (2) 0 NO)
Ln(2) = 0 Ln-I(2) 0 0 ,

OOP Q
(5.10)

where N, 0 are 2n-2(n - 1) x 2n-l(n - 1) matrices, and P, Q are 2n-1 x
2n-l(n - 1) matrices. Every column of N, 0, P, Q has exactly one non-zero
entry 1 in it, and every row of Nand 0 has precisely two non-zero entries 1
in it. Row of Pand Q has precisely (n - 1) non-zero entries 1 in it. Clearly
every row of Ln-I(2) has 2(n - 2) entries equal to 1. We represent the column
blocks C, for i = 1,2,3,4. The following lemma will be used as our inductive
base

Lemma 5.4.1. [15] C2(L4(2)) = [96,32,6]2. The vectors of weight 6 are the
scalar multiples of the rows of L4(2) for all p.

Proof. Consider p = 2, from the matrix of L2(2), w = Et=lairi = (al +a2, a3+
a4, al +a3, a2+a4) = 0 for 1 ~ i ~4. This implies that al = -a2 = -a3 = a4.
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Consider L4(2), as have been discussed immediately after Equation (5.9). La-
bel the first four rows as Rl, the next four as R2 and the last four as R3' Then
any vector W E Cp(L4(2)) can be viewed as a concatenation of vectors in the
four column blocks. So write W = (WI,W2, W3, W4) where WI,W2 are in F.)2 and
W3, W4 are in F:2 . Wt(w) = wt(WI)+ wt(W2)+ wt(W3)+ wt(W4)' To prove
that C has dimension 32, notice that ([0, el], [el, el + e2], [el + e2, el + e2+ e3],
[el + e2 + e3, el + e3], [el + e3, eil) is a closed path of odd length 5.

Now take W to be a sum of k 2 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows from Rl'
Then wt(w) = wt(wI) + 2k. IfWI= 0 then from the above discussion we must
have k = 6 and thus wt( w) = 12. IfWI =1= 0 then wt( w) 2 2 + 2k 2 12, with
equality only when k = 1 and we have a multiple of a row. The same argument
applies to a sum of rows from R2, since N is equivalent to O. If W is a sum of
k 2 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows from R3, then wt(w) = 6k 2 6 with
equality only if k = 1. If W is a sum of k 2 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows
from Rl and m 2 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows from R2,then wt(w) =
wt(WI)+ wt(w2)+2k+2m 2 2(k+m) 2 12with equality only if k = m = 1 and
WI= W2 = 0, and this cannot happen. If W is a sum of k 2 1 non-zero scalar
multiples of rows from Rl and m 2 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows from
R3, then wt(w) = wt(WI)+ wt(W3) + 2m. IfWI = 0 then k = 6 and wt(w) =
wt(W3) + 2m > 12 if m 2 3. Ifm = 1 then wt(W3) 2 6. So all the words we get
are of weight greater than 6. So wt(WI) 2 2, and so wt(w) 2 6 with equality
only if m = 1, wt(WI) = 2 and W3 = O. The latter is impossible since the rows
of N with one row of 0 are linearly independent, where Nand 0 are as shown
in Equation (5.10). A similar argument applies to W a sum of rows from R2

and R3' Therefore we cannot get words of weight 6 this way. Finally, take W
to be a sum of k 2 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows from Rl, j 2 1 non-zero
scalar multiples of rows from R2 and m 2 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows
from R3' Then wt(w) = wt(WI)+ wt(W2)+ wt(W3)+ wt(W4)' Denoting the 32
rows of L4 by r, for 1 ::; i ::;32, write W = L;~=lairi + L;~=I.Bir6+i+ L;~=l"(irI2+i
where k of the ai, m of the .Bi and j of the "(i are not zero. From L4 we see
that

W3 = (al+"(l, al+"(2, a2+"(3, a2+"(4, a3+"(I, a3+"(3, a4+"(2, a4+"(4"')' (5.11)

If W3 = 0 then Ii = I = -ai for all 1 ::; i ::;6 and hence k = m = 6, and
wt(WI) = 6. It also follows from Equation (5.11) that if W3 =1= 0 then wt(W3) 2
2. The same argument applies to W4, so if W4 = 0 then m = j = 6, and
wt(W2) = 6, so wt(w) > 6. SOW4 =1= 0 and hence wt(W3) 2 2 and wt( w) 2 6.
So we can assume neither W3, W4 =1= O. Then wt( w) 2 6 if one of WI or W2 is
not O. So supposing WI,W2 = 0 then k = 6 = i. and, with a,.B =1= 0,
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W3 = 0:(1,1,1,1, -1, -1, -1, -1)+('1'1, "tz, "i3, "i4, "ib "i3, "i2, "(4) = (O:+"il, 0:+
"i2,0:+ "i3, 0:+ "i4, -0: + "il, -0: + "i3, -0: + "i2, -0: + "(4).

From this we see that wt(W3) 2:: 6. Similarly,

W4 = ,8(1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1)+('1'1, "tz, "i3, "i4, "il, "i3, "n, "(4) = (,8+"il,,8+
"i2, (3+ "i3, (3+ "i4, -(3 + "ib -(3 + "i3, -,8 + "i2, -(3 + "(4).

D

Proposition 5.4.2. [15] For n 2:: 1, let Ln(2) be a 2n-ln x 2n-ln(n - 1) in-
cidence matrix for un-t« 2)). For n 2:: 4,

Proof. (1) For p = 2, we recall Lemma 5.4.1. We therefore have the result for
n = 4. So we proceed by induction. Suppose n 2:: 4 and that the induction
hypothesis is true for n - 1, and consider Ln(2) as shown in Equation (5.10).
We use the same constructions and labelling as from previous Lemma. W =
(WI,W2, W3, W4). Let C = C2(Ln(2)). It is clear that dim(C) ::; 2n-ln - 1 since
the sum of all the rows is O. Further, notice that any 2n-l n - 1 rows of Ln-l (2)
are linearly independent. By induction the dimension is at least this as the
rows from Rl give dimension at least 2n-2(n-1) -1, and the those from R2 and
R3 give dimension 2n-2(n - 1) and 2n-l, respectively, since each column has
exactly one entry 1 in it, and each row has at least one entry 1. If W is a sum of
k 2:: 1 rows ri from Rl, then wt(w) = wt(Wl)+ wt(W3) = wt(Wl) + 2k since N
has every row containing exactly two entries 1, and every column exactly one
entry 1. If WI= 0 then k = 2n-2(n - 1) and wt(w) = 2n-l(n - 1) > 2(n - 1).
Otherwise wt(w) 2:: 2(n - 2) + 2k 2:: 2(n - 2) + 2 = 2(n - 1) with equality
only if k = 1. The same argument holds for W a sum of rows from R2. If W is
a sum of k 2:: 1 rows from R2' then wt(w) = 2(n - l)k 2:: 2(n - l),(since P, Q
each have their rows consisting of n - 1 entries equal to 1), with equality only
if k = 1 and W is a scalar multiple of a row.

(2) Now consider the cases for p odd. We prove the result using induction,
having established the induction base in Lemma 5.4.1. Suppose the statement
is true for n - 1, where n 2:: 4, and consider Ln(2) as shown in Equation
(5.10). Use the same constructions and labelling as for the proof of the case
when n = 3. Thus W = (WI,W2, W3, W4). Let C = Cp(Ln(2)). It is clear that
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dim( C) = 2n-ln since the rows from Rl and R2 each give dimension 2n-l(n-1)
by induction, and those from R3 give dimension 2n-l since each column has
exactly one non-zero entry 1 in it, and each row has at least one entry 1. If w
is a sum of k 2: 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows ri from Rl, then wt (w) =
wt(wl)+ wt(W3) 2: 2(n - 2) + 2k since N has every row containing exactly
two entries 1, and every column containing exactly one entry 1. If k 2: 2 then
wt(w) 2: 2n, so we only get weight 2(n - 1) when k = 1. The same argument
holds for wa sum of rows in R2. If w is a sum of k 2: 1 non-zero scalar multiples
of rows from R3, then wt(w) = 2(n - 1)k 2: 2(n - 1), (since P, Q each have
their rows consisting of n - 1 entries equal to 1), with equality only if k = 1
and w is a scalar multiple of a row. If w is a sum of k 2: 1 non-zero scalar
multiples of rows from Rl and m 2: 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows from
R2 then wt(w) =wt(wl)+wt(W2) + 2k + 2m> 2(n - 1). If w is a sum of k 2: 1
non-zero scalar multiples of rows from Rl and m 2: 1 non-zero scalar multiples
of rows from R3, then wt(w) =wt(Wl)+wt(w3)+m(n-1) 2: 2(n-2)+wt(W3)+
m(n - 1) 2: 3n - 5 > 2n - 2 for n 2: 4. So no weight 2(n - 1) can arise from
this combination of rows, and similarly from R2 and R3' Finally, take w to
be a sum of k 2: 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows from Rl, j 2: 1 non-zero
scalar multiples of rows from R2 and m 2: 1 non-zero scalar multiples of rows
from R3' Then wt(w) =wt(Wl)+wt(W2)+wt(W3)+wt(W4) 2: 4(n - 2) > 2n - 4
for n 2: 4.

D

5.5 Automorphism groups of the codes and
designs from L(H1(n,2))

In this section we consider the automorphism groups of the designs and their
codes.
Proposition 5.5.1. [13, Proposition 9.] For n 2: 4, Aut(L(Hl(n,2))) =
Aut(Vn) = Aut(Qn) ~ Aut(Hl(n, 2)).

Proof. Let H = Aut(L(Hl(n, 2))), H* = Aut(Vn) and G = Aut(Qn)'
First we need to show that H = H*. Since H ::; H*, we prove that a E H
implies that a E H*.

Suppose [x, yl, [z, w] E E(H*), z = x, a([x, yl) are on n - 2 blocks for
n > 4,5. This means that a([x, yl) = [X, Yl, a([x, wl) [X, W] E E(H*).
Hence a E Aut(H*). D
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Corollary 5.5.2. [13, Corollary 10.] (1) Forn ~ 4, Aut(C2(Vn)) = TXlSn,
and (2) for n ~ 3, Aut(C2(Qn)) = T Xl Sn.

Proof. (I)By Proposition 5.5.1 above, since an automorphism of the code must
preserves the weight classes, then it preserves the blocks and hence the design.
Then the words of weight 2n - 2= 2(n -1) of C2(Vn) are the incidence vectors
of the blocks of Vn.

(2) The same argument holds for C2(Qn). D

5.6 The hulls

In this section we consider the hulls of the two designs Vn and gn. Let
Hullp(V) = Cp(V) n Cp(V)J.. This is also denoted by Hull(V), when p is clear
from the context.

We denote vectors of Vn by the numbers 0,1,'" ,2n - 1 in the usual way,
and as has been described in Section 5.1. Then

Ei = (ejlj E {I,··· .n} \ {i}), (5.12)

for 1~ i ~n.

Lemma 5.6.1. [13, Lemma 11.] For n ~ 2, 1 ~ i ~n, let

(where i is taken modulo n in the definition of Ti). Then, for 1~ i ~n,

s '" xv • = LixETiV ,

has weight 2n-l, and is in Hull(Vn). Each Si is an arc for Vn.

Proof. Let S = SI = {[2k, 2k + 1]10 ~ k ~ 2n-l - I}, T = Tl =
{[4i + 1, 4i + 3]10 ~ i ~ 2n-l - I}, C = C2(Vn), w = L;zETV.z and W = Supp(w).
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First we need to show that 5 C W. Now Let P = [2k, 2k+ 1] E 5. If k = 2l
then P = [4l, 4l + 1] E [4l + 1,4l + 3] Therefore PEW

We denote the points in terms of the vectors in Vn = lF2': 4i + 1 = el +
:Ek=30::kek, 4i + 3 = el + e2 + :Ek=30::kek, and writing u = :Ek=30::kek, then
[4i+ 1,4i+3] = {[el +u,el +u+ek]13::; k::; n}U
{[el + u, u]} U {[el + e2 + u, el + e2 + u + ek]13 ::; k ::;n} U
{[el + e2 + u, e2+ u]} .
If [x, y] E [4i + 1, 4i + 3], and [x, y] ~ 5, then, with this notation, [x, y] =
[el + u, el + u + ek] or [x, y] = [el + e2 + u, el + e2 + u + ek], for some k 2: 3.
On other hand, [x, y] E [el + (u + ek), el + e2 + (u + ek)], i.e [x, y] is in exactly
one other block z for zET. Thus the points eliminate out in the sum, and we
have obtained that W = vs. Thus vB E C.
To prove that vS = W E Cl-, we show that every block of the design meets it in
zero or two points. If [u, u+el] E 5 is in [v, v + ek], then [u, u+el] = [v, v+ej]
or [u, u + el] = [v + ek, v + ek + ej] for some j i= k. If u = v, u + el = v + ej,
so j = 1 and k i= 1 and then u + ek = v + ek, u + ek + el = v + ek + el, so
[u + ek, u + ek + el] E [v, v + ek]. If another point rt, t + el] E 5 is in [v, v + ek]
simply show that it must be one of the points. Then vB E Cl- and 5 is an
~. 0

Lemma 5.6.2. [13, Lemma 12.] For n 2: 3, let

W = "n v[O,ei]= nvo +:E~ veIn LJt=l t=l . (5.15)

Then Wn E Hull(Dn) n Hull(Qn),

5upp(w) = 5 = {[ei,ei +ej]11::; i,j::; n} for neven, (5.16)
5upp(w) = 5 = {[ei,ei + ej]11::; i,j::; n,i i= j} for n odd, (5.17)

and wt(wn) = n(n - 1) for n odd, wt(wn) = n2 for neven.

Proof. First we need to show that Wn E C". Now consider the blocks [u, u + ei].
It is easy to see that Wn E C = C2(Dn). If wt(u) 2: 3 and wt(u + ei) 2: 3, then
is clear to conclude that [u, u + ei] does not meet Wn at all. We also apply the
same argument in order to verify that Wn E C2(Qn)l-. 0

For the following Lemma, we recall 5 from Equation (5.17) and Equation
(5.18) respectively and Ei for Equation (5.14).
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Lemma 5.6.3. [13, Lemma 13.] For ti ;:::3, if S is as in (5.17) and (5.18)
and

then the points of P can be in the following number of sets in S:

Case 1: 2,n, 2(n - 1) for neven,
Case 2: 2,n -1,2(n -1) for n odd.

Further, L,RESVR = o.

Proof. Consider when n even. Then we have

Now, we list and count the element of wEEl for Tw(P) E S at a point
P = [u, u + ei], where 1 ::; i ::;n. [el + L,iElei, el + L,iElei + ej], 1, j ti:. I : L,iElei,
L,iElei + ej, bringing 2 elements.

[L,iElei, el + L,iElei], 1 ti:. I : L,iIf1ei, L,iElei + ei (i E 1), L,iElei + ek (k ti:. I, k =1= 1),
bringing n elements. [L,iElei, ej + L,iElei], j ti:. I, j =1= 1: L,iElei, L,iElei + ej,

L,iElei + ei (i E I), L,iElei, ei + ej (i E 1), L,iElei + ek (k ti:. I, k =1= 1), L,iElei + ek +
ej(k ti:. I, k =1= 1,j), bringing 2n - 2 elements.

For ti is odd. Then

[el + L,iElei, el + L,iElei + ej], j ti:. I :L,iElei, L,iElei + ej, bringing 2 elements.
[L,iElei, el + L,iElei], 1 ti:. I : L,iElei + ei (i E I), L,iElei + ek (k ti:. I, k =1= 1),
bringing n - 1 elements. [L,iElei, ej + L,iEI], j ti:. I, j =1= 1 : L,iElei + ei (i E 1),
L,iElei+ei+ej(i E 1), L,iElei+ek(k ti:. I, k =1= 1,j), L,iElei+ek+ej(k ti:. I, k =1= 1,j),
bringing 2n - 2 elements.

o
Proposition 5.6.4. [13, Proposition 14.] (1) For n ;:::3, with S as in
Lemma 5.6.3, dim\vRIR E SJ = 2n-1 - 1. (2) dim(Hull{Qn)) ;:::2n-1 - 1 and
dim(Hull(Vn)) ;:::2n-l.
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Proof. (1) Firstly we need to show that the set {vRJR E S \ {S}} is linearly
independent. By using the count method from Lemma 5.6.3.
Now for n even, then u E El, take Su = Tu(S). Let U eEl, ° ¢:. U and U i= 0.
Suppose I;UEUVS" = 0. Now let I = 0, and ei E U for any i we see that from
the first case when n is even, ei + ej ¢:. U for any i and j. Now we use this
case inductively so prove that U is empty, contrary to our assumption. Thus
the set is linearly independent.
For case when n is odd the identical argument holds.

(2) By Lemma 5.6.3 we immediately conclude that the dim(Hull(Qn)) >
2n-1 - 1. For the statement concern about Hull(Vn)) we need to prove that
the words VSi of weight 2n-1 of Equations (5.14)(5.15) of Lemma 5.6.1 are in
Hull(Vn) but not in Hull(Qn), so that the code spanned by the VR together
with one of these words will have dimension 2n-l. 0

It is easy to see that I;~l VTei (S) = ° and also vS for n even and odd respec-
tively.
Now we recall Equation (5.8) in the dual code c-. With the notation u(x, y, z),
note that any three vectors of the set {x, y, z, x + Y + z} are together in the
support of at most one of these weight-4 vectors.

Proposition 5.6.5. [13, Proposition 15.] For ti ~ 3, the weight-4 vectors
u(x,y,z) span C2(Qn).l.

Proof. Recall the ordering of the points of the design as has been described
in Section 5.1, with at least a leading terms 2n-l(n - 2) + 1. Since this is the
dimension of C2(Qn).l and all the vectors are in C2(Qn).l by Lemma 5.6.3, they
will thus span C2(Qn).l. We refer to the leading term with this ordering. Thus
for example the leading term of u(O, e2, e3) is [0,e2].
For n ~ 3 we will construct a set Fn of vectors u(x, y, z) that have fn =
2n-l(n - 2) + 1 leading terms in echelon array. Let In = 2n-In, the length of
the code C2(Qn) or C2(Qn).l. We will order the columns as described in Section
5.1 for Gn, and label them with the numbers from 1 to In.

We start with ti = 3. Here l3 = 12, JJ = 5, and we take F3 to consist of the
five weight-4 vectors:
u(0,ebe3) (leading term [O,el] at position 1),
u(O, e2, e3) (leading term [0,e21 at position 2),
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u(el, el + e2, el + e3) (leading term [el, el + e2l at position 3),
u(e2' e2 + el, e2 + e3) (leading term [e2, el + e2l at position 4),
u(e3, el + e3, e2 + e3) (leading term [e3, el + e3l at position 9).
Notice that we have no leading terms in the range 5 ~ k ~ 8 of length 4 = 2n-l.

Next we construct the set for n = 4. Here l4 = 32, f4 = 17, and we take
F4 to consist of the 17 weight-4 vectors:
u(O, el, e3) (leading term [0,ell at position 1),
u(O, e2, e3) (leading term [0,e2l at position 2),
u(el, el + e2, el + e3) (leading term [el, el + e2l at position 3),
u(e2' e2 + el, e2 + e3) (leading term [e2, el + e2l at position 4),
u(O, e3, e4) (leading term [0,e3l at position 5),
u(el' el + e3, el + e4) (leading term [el, el + e3l at position 6),
u(e2' e2 + e3, e2 + e4) (leading term [e2, e2 + e2l at position 7),
u( el + e2, el + e2+ e3, el + e2+ e4) (leading term [el + e2, el + e2+ e3l at position
8),
u(e3, el + e3, e3 + e4) (leading term [e3, el + e3l at position 9),
u(e3, e2 + e3, e3 + e4) (leading term [e3, e2 + e3l at position 10),
u( el + e3, el + e2+ e3, el + e3+ e4) (leading term [el + e3, el + e2+ e3l at position
11),
u( e2+ e3, el + e2+ e3, e2+ e3+ e4) (leading term [e2+ e3, el + e2+ e3l at position
12),
u(e4, el + e4, e3 + e4) (leading term [e4, el + e4l at position 21),
u(e4, e2 + e4, e3 + e4) (leading term [e4, e2 + e4l at position 22),
u( el + e4, el + e2+ e4, el + e3+ e4) (leading term leI + e4, el + e2+ e4l at position
23),
u(e2 + e4; =, el + e2 + e4, e2 + e3 + e4) (leading term [e2 + e4, el + e2 + e4l at
position 24),
u(e3+e4, el +e3+e4, e2+e3+e4) (leading term [e3+e4, el +e3+e4l at position 25.

Notice that we have no leading term in the range 13 ~ k ~ 20 of length
8 = 2n-1 corresponding to the middle section of G4 as given in the matrix of
Equation (5.2).
Now, suppose that n 2:: 3 and we have constructed Fn-Iof size fn-l in this
way , having the centre section of 2n-2 positions with no leading terms. We
construct Fn as follows: the first In-l positions will all be leading terms by first
taking all the elements of Fn-l except for the last one,(:E~iei, el + :E~~iei, e2+
:E~~iei) with the right most leading term [:E~~iei, el + :E~~ieil. Then, for
each of the remaining columns in the first set of In-It, for the edge [x, x + el
where x E (eil1 ~ i ~n - 1) and e = ei, for 1 ~ i ~n - 1, we adjoin to
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our set Fn the word u(x, x + e, x + en) which will clearly have leading term
[x, x + el. Thus far we have In-l elements in Fn. Now, we skip the next
2n-l column positions, and then adjoin fn-l words formed from the words of
Fn-l as follows: if u(x, x + e, x + f) E Fn-l with leading term [x, x + e] then
u(x+en,x+e+en,x+ f+en) E Fn with leading term [x+en,x+e+en]. This
gives the required fn = In-l + fn-l words and they are in echelon form, with
the middle section of length 2n-l excluded. This concludes the proof. 0

Below, we show the 49 elements of f5 obtained in this way. Note that for
n = 5, the ordering of the rows is

0, el, e2, e3, e4, el + e2, el + e3, el + e4, e2+ e3, e2+ e4, e3+ e4, el + e2+ e3,
el +e2+e4, el +e3+e4, e2+e3+e4, el +e2+e3+e4, e5, el +e5, e2+e5, e3+e5,
e4+e5, el +e2+e5, el +e3+e5, el +e4+e5, e2+e3+e5, e2+e4+e5, e3+e4+e5,
el +e2+e3+e5, el +e2+e4+e5, el +e3+e4+e5, e2+e3+e4+e5, el +e2+e3+e4+e5·

and the ordering of the edges is

[O,el], [0,e2], [0,e3], [0,e4], [el,el +e2], [el,el +e3], rebel +e4], [e2,el +e2],
[e2, e2+e3], [e2, e2+e4], [e3, el +e3], [e3, e2+e3], [e3, e3+e4], [e4, el +e4], [e4, e2+
e4], [e4, e3+ e4], [el + e2, el + e2+ e3], [el + e2, el + e2+ e4], [el + e3, el + e2+ e3],
[el+e3, el +e3+e4], [el+e4, el +e2+e4], [el+e4, el +e3+e4], [e2+e3, el +e2+e3],
[e2+e3, e2+e3+e4], [e2+e4, el +e2+e4], [e2+e4, e2+e3+e4], [e3+e4, el +e3+e4],
[e3+e4, e2+ e3+e4], [el+ e2+e3, el +e2 +e3 + e4], [el+e2 +e4, el + e2+e3 +e4],
[el + e3+ e4, el + e2+ e3+ e4], [e2+ e3+ e4, el + e2+ e3+ e4], [0, e5], [el, el + e5],
[e2, e2+ e5], [e3, e3+ e5], [e4, e4+ e5], [el + e2, el + e2+ e5], [el + e3, el + e3+ e5],
leI+e4, el +e4 +e5], [e2+e3, e2+e3+e5], [e2+e4, e2+e4 +e5], [e3+e4, e3+e4 +e5],
[el+e2+e3, el +e2+e3+e5], [el+e2+e4, el +e2+e4+e5], [el+e3+e4, el +e3+e4+
e5], [e2+e3+e4, e2+e3+e4+e5], [el+e2+e3+e4, el +e2+e3+e4+e5], [e5' el +e5],
[e5,e2+e5], [e5,e3+e5], [e5,e4+e5], [el +e5,el +e2+e5], [el +e5,el +e3+e5],
[el+e5, el +e4 +e5], [e2+e5, el +e2+e5], [e2+e5, e2+e3+e5], [e2+e5, e2+e4 +e5],
[e3+e5, el +e3+e5], [e3+e5, e2+e3+e5], [e3+e5, e3+e4+e5], [e4+e5, el +e4+e5],
[e4 + e5, e2 + e4 + e5], [e4 + e5, e3 + e4 + e5], [el + e2 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e5],
[el +e2+e5,el +e2+e4+e5], [el +e3+e5,el +e2+e3+e5], [el +e3+e5,el +
e3 + e4 + e5], [el + e4 + e5, el + e2 + e4 + e5], [el + e4 + e5, el + e3 + e4 + e5],
[e2+ e3+ e5, el + e2+ e3+ e5], [e2+ e3+ e5, e2+ e3+ e4+ e5], [e2+ e4+ e5, el +
e2 + e4 + e5], [e2 + e4 + e5, e2 + e3 + e4 + e5], [e3 + e4 + e5, el + e3 + e4 + e5],
[e3 + e4 + e5, e2 + e3 + e4 + e5], [el + e2 + e3 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e4 + e5],
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leI + e2 + e4 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e4 + e5], [el + e3 + e4 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e4 + e5],
[e2+ e3 + e4 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e4 + e5].

Example 5.6.6. For n = 5 note that i5 = 49 = 32 + 17 = l4 + i4. We show
the weight-4 vectors and the leading terms and their positions in Table 5.1 and
5.2, where L.T denotes the leading term and Pos. denotes the position. The
2n-1 = 16 positions 33 to 48 are excluded.
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Table 5.1: Basis weight-4 vectors and leading terms for C2(95).1
Weight-4 vector for n = 5 Leading Term L.T. of n = 5 Pos.
u(O, eb e3) [0,ell 1
u(O, e2, e3) [0,e2l 2
u(el' el + e2, el + e3) [eb el + e2l 3
u(e2' e2 + eb e2 + e3) [e2, el + e2l 4
u(O, e3, e4) [0,e3l 5
u(el' el + e3, el + e4) [eb el + e3l 6
u(e2' e2 + e3, e2 + e4) [e2, e2 + e3l 7
u(el + e2, el + e2 + e3, el + e2 + e4) [el + e2, el + e2 + e3l 8
u(e3, el + e3, e3 + e4) [e3, el + e3l 9
u(e3, e2 + e3, e3 + e4) [e3, e2 + e3l 10
u(el + e3, el + e2 + e3, el + e3 + e4) [el + e3, el + e2 + e3l 11
u(e2 + e3, el + e2 + e3, e2 + e3 + e4) [e2 + e3, el + e2 + e3l 12
u(O, e4, e5) [0,e4l 13
u(el' el + e4, el + e5) [eb el + e4l 14
u(e2' e2 + e4, e2 + e5) [e2, e2 + e4l 15
u(e3, e3 + e4, e3 + e5) [e3, e3 + e4l 16
u(el + e2, el + e2 + e4, el + e2 + e5) [el + e2, el + e2 + e4l 17
u(el + e3, el + e3 + e4, el + e3 + e5) let + e3, el + e3 + e4l 18
u(e2 + e3, e2 + e3 + e4, u(e2 + e3 + e5)Y [e2 + e3,e2 + e3 + e4l 19
u(el + e2 + e3, el + e2 + e3 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e5) [el + e2 + e3, el + e2 + e3 + e4l 20
u(e4, el + e4, e4 + e5) [e4, el + e4l 21
u(e4, e2 + e4, e4 + e5) [e4, e2 + e4l 22
u(e4, e3 + e4, e4 + e5) [e4, e3 + e4l 23
u(el + e4, el + e2 + e4, el + e4 + e5) [el + e4, el + e2 + e4l 24
u(el + e4, el + e3 + e4, el + e4 + e5) [el + e4, el + e3 + e4l 25
u(e2 + e4, el + e2 + e4, e2 + e4 + e5) [e2 + e4,el + e2 + e4l 26
u(e2 + e4, e2 + e3 + e4, e2 + e4 + e5) [e2 + e4,e2 + e3 + e4l 27
u(e3 + e4, el + e3 + e4, e3 + e4 + e5) [e3 + e4, el + e3 + e4l 28
u(e3 + e4, e2 + e3 + e4, e3 + e4 + e5) [e3 + e4, e2 + es + e4l 29
u(el + e2 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e4, el + e2 + e4 + e5) [el + e2 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e4l 30
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Table 5.2: Basis weight-4 vectors and leading terms for C2(95).l
Weight-4 vector for n = 5 Leading Term L.T. of n = 5 Pos.
u(el + e3 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e4, el + e3 + e4 + e5) [el + e3 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e41 31
u(e2 + e3 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e4, e2 + e3 + e4 + e5) [e2 + e3 + e4, el + e2 + e3 + e41 32
u(e5, el + e5, e4 + e5) [e5, el + e51 49
u(e5, e2 + e5, e4 + e5) [e5, e2 + e51 50
u(e5, e3 + e5, e4 + e5) [e5, e3 + e51 51
u(el + e5, el + e2 + e5, el + e4 + e5) [el + e5, el + e2 + e51 52
u(el + e5, el + e4 + e5, el + e3 + e5) [el + e5, el + e4 + e51 53
u(e2 + e5, el + e2 + e5, e2 + e4 + e5) [e2 + e5, el + e2 + e51 54
u(e2 + e5, e2 + e4 + e5, e2 + e3 + e5) [e2 + e5, e2 + e4 + e51 55
u(e3 + e5, el + e3 + e5, e3 + e4 + e5) [e3 + e5, el + e3 + e51 56
u(e3 + e5, e3 + e4 + e5, e2 + e3 + e5) [e3 + e5, e3 + e4 + e51 57
u(e4 + e5, el + e4 + e5, e3 + e4 + e5) [e4 + e5, el + e4 + e51 58
u(e4 + e5, e3 + e4 + e5, e2 + e4 + e5) [e4 + e5, e3 + e4 + e51 59
u(el + e2 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e5, el + e2 + e4 + e5) [el + e2 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e51 60
u(el + e3 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e5, el + e3 + e4 + e5) [el + e3 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e51 61
u(el + e4 + e5, el + e2 + e4 + e5, el + e3 + e4 + e5) [el + e4 + e5, el + e2 + e4 + e51 62
u(e2 + e3 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e5, e2 + e3 + e4 + e5) [e2 + e3 + e5, el + e2 + e3 + e51 63
u(e2 + e4 + e5, el + e2 + e4 + e5, e2 + e3 + e4 + e5) [e2 + e4 + e5, el + e2 + e4 + e51 64
u(e3 + e4 + e5, el + e3 + e4 + e5, e2 + e3 + e4 + e5) [e3 + e4 + e5, el + e3 + e4 + e51 65

The set of weight-4 vectors

n

Wn = Uu(x,x + e,x + ei) =Wn-l U u u(x,x+e,x+en),
i=2 [x,x+e]EPn-l

have precisely the vectors in en as the right-most terms in the echelon array.
If we are reading to the right, the ordering is according to that of the columns
of c.;
Lemma 5.6.7. [13, Lemma 16.] For n 2: 3,

(1) dim(C2(9n) +C2(9n).l) 2: 2n-l(n - 1)+ 1.
(2) dim(C2('Dn) + C2('Dn).l) 2: 2n-l(n - 1).

Proof. (1) The statement concern the achelon form from the code C2(9n).l has
been obtained in Proposition 5.6.5, we show that the first 2n-2(n - 1) posi-
tions are all leading terms and that the middle Section of 2n-1 positions has no
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leading terms. In a generating matrix for C2(Qn) + C2(Qn).l, now, we reduce
the first 2n-2(n - 1) position to 0, and obtained leading terms for all the next
2n-1 without disturbing the remaining leading terms for C2(Qn).l. This pro-
vides 2n-l(n-2)+1+2n-l = 2n-1(n-1)+1Ieading terms for C2(Qn)+C2(Qn).l.

(2) For C2(Vn) + C2(Vn).l, we use a similar argument that we have been
used in (1), but for the form of the matrix An in Equation (5.3). We have
the first 2n-2n - 2n-2 = 2n-2(n -1) leading terms from C2(Vn).l, of G;_l.
Therefore, we have 2n-l(n - 2) + 1+ 2n-l -1 = 2n-l(n -1) leading terms. D

Corollary 5.6.8. [13, Corollary 17.] For n 2: 3,
(1) dim(Hull(Qn)) = 2n-1 - 1, dim(Hull(Vn)) = 2n-1
(2) Hull(Qn) c Hull(Vn).

Proof. (1) By Lemma 5.6.7, dim(Hull(Qn)) S 2n-1 and dim(Hull(Vn)) S
2n-l_1, and also by Proposition 5.6.4 dim(Hull(Qn)) 2: 2n-l_1 and dim(Hull(Vn)) 2:
2n-1. Therefore we have equality.
(2) Since the words vR of Proposition 5.6.4 which span Hull(Qn) are in Hull(Vn),
then we have inclusion. D
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Chapter 6

Concluding remarks

In this Chapter, we discuss the overall chapters of the thesis and give indication
of future work.

In Chapter 3, we describe the generalized cube Hk(n, 2) graph and its codes.
The iterative construction of the Hk(n, 2) graph has been described and we
also present HI(4,2). In Section 3.1, we describe the properties of HI(n, 2)
and we show that its automorphism group is given by S2 I Sn. Permutation
decoding has been discussed.

In chapter 4 we describe the graph HI (n, 3) and its designs. Chapter 5
describes the binary codes from the line graph L(HI(n, 2)) of the n-cube.

What is clear is that there is need to explore codes generated by adjacency
matrices of higher cubes.
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